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This document represents one part of the Final. Report for the
Spacelab Cost Reduction Alternatives Study, prepared by TRW Systems
under Contract NAS9 - -1 4484/ Exhibit B with NASA, Lyndon B. Johnson
Space Center. The complete list of documents which make up the Final.
Report is as follows:
	
0 Volume Z	 - Executive Summary
	
Volume 11
	
- Final Briefing
• Volume M - Crew Training Task Analysis
i
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1. 0 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this document is to provide the detailed data generated
during the flight crew task analysis effort. It also describes the methods
used to:
• Identify the Spacelab functions performed by the flight crew
during the. on-orbit phase of flight.
• Analyze the functions to determine the tasks that must be
performed to operate the Spacelab subsystems to support
payload operations. ..
The ai	 ,s were based upon the May 1975 issue of the Spacelab
Accommodation Ha.ndbook,Design Reference Mission data provided by the
NASA as the Spacelab Baseline Program Plan and Remote Control Concept
ECP.
2.0 APPROACH
The on-orbit phase of fladht was analyzed to identify the functions
that had to be performed to meet flight objectives. The functions identified
were combined into a top-level functional flow diagram (3. 0 On-Orbit
Operations). Each function, in turn, was analyzed to determine the major
activities necessary to perform the function.. The activities and activity
sequences were presented in second level functional flow diagrams. Each
major activity was further analyzed to define the operator . tasks that are
performed to accomplish that activity.
Training Analysis Vforkshe.ets .were used to document the analysis
of each function down to the task level and provide training requirements
data for each task.
2. 1 Top Level Functional Flow DiaErams
The functional flow diagram, 3, 0 On-Orbit Operations, presents the
sequence of functions performed by the crew to operate the .Spacelab
systems during the on-orbit phase of a flight. The flow diagram has been
assigned an arbitrary nun-ibex of 3.. 0,. which is indicative of the fact that
it is but one of several flight phases (e, g., launch, ascent, on-orbit,
descent, landing) Two flow diagrams are presented to accommodate
either module and pallet missions or pallet-.only missions.. The diagrams
can be expanded to include the flight crew functions associated with Shuttle
vehicle .system.s operation.
The flow diagram (Module or Module--Pallet) provides a baseline
function numbering system and flow sequence which is employed to de-
scribe any Spacelab co;ixi.guration and experiment payload combination.
Each Design Reference Mission (DRM) analyzed for this study and its top-
flow diagram will be keyed to this baseline and -use the same number for
identical functions. In this way, the same functions performed for dif-
ferent missions are readily identified and the analytic data developed
from the iuitial analysis can be referenced in any subsequent analysis. a
The AMPS mission was used as the baseline for this study.
2. 1. 1 Function Description
A brief description of each function is provided in Table 1.
i2. 2 Second Level Functional Flow Diagrams
Preparatory to performing the task analyses, each function was
analyzed to determine the major activities and activity sequence essential
to performance of that function. A second level flow diagram was pre-.	 j
pared for each function to present.the major activities,. illustrate the
activity sequence and identify the input and output functions related to
the particular function being presented. The second level flog diagram
differentiates between experiment and experiment/Spacelab equipment
interface activities. Experiment activities are illustrated by use of
da.sh-outlines which indicate that the analyses of the activities are not
performed by TRW but are referenced to MSFC task analyses on the
Training Analysis Worksheets.
2.3 Training Analysis Worksheet
Training Analysis Worksheets are prepared for each function to
document the analysis performed on each major activity to define the
operator tasks required to accomplish the activity. The training require-
ments data provided for each task includes:
o Equipment used to accomplish task, its location and type
• Allocation of task to crew member(s),
. Time criticality and. sequence dependency information
e Type of skill and level of difficulty
Level of knowledge required
a Criticality to flight objectives and crew and vehicle safety
Training equipment required.
_Z_
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t Table 1. On-Orbit Operations Functions 
fUNCTtoN NUMBER AND Tin E DESC
RIPTION 
'.1 ACTIVATE SPACELAB SueSV$HM$ ACTIVITIU 
ASSOCIATED WI1H EITHER THE INITIAL APPLICATION Of POW!R AND EQUIPMENT CHECKOUT ! 
FROM O UITER AND CALIBRAtiON OF sPAeELA8 
SUBSYSTEMS nOM THE ORBITER WORKSTATION OR JEACTIVAllON 
OF SU8$YSTfMS fOLLOWING A MAINTENANCE ACTION. 
' .2 VER IFY SPACELAB SUBSYSTEMS AFTER ASCENT. INSPECT EOUIPMENT FOIl DAMAGE. RfMOV! AND ST
OW LAUNCH RESTRAINTS AND, I STATUS FIOM ORBITER IF APPliCABlE, VERIFY STATUS Of SlISVSTEMS ACTIVATfO PllOl TO LAUNCH. Dt.IIlNG ON~ORaIT g~~::~:~~SC~N~:~~~~~.~~~~~~~CEC~'~~~~~I~f~"M':'~~~~~~~~~E& ~~~ RIGHT. 1 
OPERATE SPACfLAI SLISYSTEMS MONITOR AND CONTROl SPACELA
B 5uaSYSTEMS OPERATION FROMORBlTEI WORKSTATlO .... TO MAINTAIN 
i 
3.3 
, 
FIQMOUlTfR 01 CHANGE PERFO~MANCE IN RESPONSE TO FLIGHT UQUIIfM
fNTS OR C"lifiON AND WAINING 1 
DEMANDS. ------ _. ----- . 1 
, .. PUFORM INITIAL INGRESS Of ACTIVITIES .fQWlED FOR INITIAL TItANSITION nOM '
!'HE Qunn MID-O~CK TO THE MODULE. 
MODUlE 
", VUIFV SPACELAI SIASYSTEMS AfTEl INITIAll'NGI£S5, IN
SPECT EQUIPMENT f OR DAMAGE. REMOVE AND STOW LAUNCH USTRAINTS . 
STATUS ~ROM MODlA.E AND, IF APf'llCA8LE, VEJIFY STATUS OF 
5Le5VSTEMS ACTfVATEO PRIOR TO LAUNCH. SU8SEQUENllY, 
COWARE SPACELAI SUBSYSTEM PAAAMnus AND OPERATING CONDITIONS fOR CONFO
RMANCE WITH 
REQUIREMENTS FOIT THE CLltRENT PHASE Of THE FLIGHT. 
, .. Of'ERATE Si>ACELAI SUBSySTEMS MONITOR AND CONTROL YACELAI 5LeS
VSTfMS FROM MeDtAE WQRKSTAfiON TO MAINTAIN OR CHANGE 
FROM MQOt..l.E PERFQIlMANCE IN IESPONSE TO fLIGHT REOUllfMENTS
 OR CAUTION AND WARNING DEMANDS. 
'.7 P[lfORM IN-FLIGHT MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH THE SERVICING OR RE PAIR OF SPACElAI Sl/8
SYSTEM EQUIPMENT . 
ON SPACELAI SUlSVSTEM EQUIPMENT 
, .. "EJ'ARE Sl'ACELAI f OR IETlM.N ACTIVITIES II£OUIIIEO TO SECt.a:E SPACfLA
I EQUIPMENT AND AnAIN THEIlMAL STAIILnY PIIIOIl TO 
ot:BOOST AND REENTRY. 
3.9 PEIlfOltM FINAL EGIlESS fROM ACTIVITIES IIEQUIlED FOR FINAL Tl
ANSITlON FROM THE SPACELAB TO THE OlIITEIt MID~~ECK. 
MODUlE 
3 .10 SHUTDOWN SPACELAI Sl.8SYSTEMS Io.CTIVfTlES ASSOCIAlED
WnH SHUTTING DOWN THE s" .... t::'~IAI SU3SYSTEMS NOT FUNCTIONALLY REQUllED 
FROM OllellEl DUlliNG OEIOOST/l~ENTIY. 
3.11 PEiFOlM OFF~DUTY ACTIVITIES COVERS G I: NErtAL ';A!ITAII
ILITY AND SAfETY ACTIVITIES PWOlMED IN ORIITER WHICH ARt: NOT PART 
Of THE NO ..... 'N.L SPAeELAI 011: EXPERIMENT OPE ..... TlONS. 
( 
3.12 VUIFY EXPERIMENT STATUS FROM AFTER A~ENT, jNSp~Cr E
XPERIMENT EQUIPMENT FOR DAMAGE AND REMOVE AND STOW LAUNCH 
OUITEI RESTRAI NTS. ~ING ON~O
RlIT Of'ERATlONS AT ORBITER WORKSTAHOf'J, COMPARE EXPERIMENT 
CONDITK;)Ns/pAR.\Mm:1 VALun FOl CONfOilMANCE WITH lEQUIREMlNTS fOil THE ClMRlNT PHASE 
OF THE: fliGHT. 
3.13 ACTIVATE EXPUIMENT FIOM ACTlVlTIfS AT oumt WQIIJ::ST,t.fK)N ASSOCIATED W
ITH EQUIPM";"T OPE ..... TIONS REQUI RED TO PERFOIM 
ORiITER EXPUIMENlS r;(lNfIG .... ED FOl COMS CONTIIOL. ACTIV
ITIES I' ~CLUOE INITIAL EQUIPMENT Sfl~t.W/ 
QlIENT/.TION. AP"LICATION OF POWER, EQUIPMENT CHECKOUT AND CAliBRATION . 
3.14 CONDUCT EXPERIMENT OPElATIONS INCLUDES AC1 I'IITI£S AT O/{elT[l WORKSTATION R
EQUIRED TO PERfQlM EXPERIMENTS fOllOWING 
flOMORBITD INITIAL ACTIVATION Of EXPEIIIMfNT-RE
LATED EQUIPMfNTS. 
3.15 PEIlfOllM fOUaN.oON INGIIESS AC1IVr.re~ 'ELATED TO PElSONN
fL MOVEMENT FlOM OUITER TO MODULE AFTER INITIAL INGRESS. 
OF MODlAE ASSUMES AS SOP THE HATCHES /lEMAIN OP
EN THlOiJGHOUT ON~ORiIT OPUAIIONS. 
3.16 VUIFY EXPERIMt:NT STATUS FlOM AfTER ",SCENT. INSPfct EXPElIM
fNT EQUIPMENT Fa. DAMAGE AND IlEMOVE AND STOW LAUNCH 
THE MOOlA.E RESTRAINH. OlJIING ON-OUIT OPElATIO
NS, C .. '· 'fARE EXPERIMENT CONDrTlONS/PAlAMUU 
VAlU£S AT Mo..1DlAE WORKSTATION FOt CONFORMANCE WITH IIEQUIREMfNT5 FOil THE: CURlENT 
PHASE OF THE ~lIGHT. 
3. 17 CONDUCT EXPlRIMfNT I :NCLUDES ACTIVI!l!S IN MOOUll lfOUIRED TO I'£lFORM EXP
ERIMENTS FOLLOWING INItIolL 
OPElATlONS FItOM MODULE ACTIVATION OF E)."ERIMENT'-1t[ATED tQUIPMENTS. 
3.1B FEIIf~M IN~FLIGHT MAINTENANCE ACTIVIT IES iia.ATED TO THE SElVICING
 AND REPAta OF ExPERIMENT EQWPMENT. 
ON UCPEIIIMENT EQUIPMENT 
l, i9 ou.CTIVATE EXPt:RIMENT INCLUDES ACTIVITIES REQUIRED TO DEACTIVATE AN EXPE
RIMENT UPON COMPLETION OF A CYCLE OF 
oPUATION OR DEACTIVATION Of EQUIPMENT PRIOR TO UNSCHEDlJ.ED MAINTENANCE ACTrvlTY. 
'." 
SHUTDOWN EXPERIMENT ACTMTIES IIELATED TO REMOVING POWEll
 FROM EXPEILIMENT EQUIPMENT, IUTRIEVING OEPLOY!D UNITS 
AND SfC~ING EQUIPMENT fOl DEaOOST/REENTlY. . 
3.22 EGRESS MODlAE ACTIVITIES IIELATED TO PEllSONNEl M
OV£MENT FROM MODULE TO OUITER. ASSUMES, AS SOl, HATCHES 
REMAI N OPEN THIOUGHOUT ON~0R8IT O PERATIONS . 
'.n PUFOlM PEII50NAt,ACTlVlTlfS INClUD[S DONNIN
G illOMfO SENSORS AND PRESSURE GARMENT ASSfMILY AND ACTNiTIES ULATED 
fOR OEIOOST/RUNTRY TO OCCUPYING SEATS IN PItEPAIATION FOR OEIO
OST,I1EENTlY. 
3.14 ACTIVATE EXPERIMENT nOM ACTIVITIES IN MODll.E ASSOCI
ATED WITH EQUIPMENT Of'flATIONS lEQU&RfD TO ' fRfotM EACH sn 
MC)Ol.t.E Of EXPUIMENTS. ACllVntES INClUDE INITIAl EQUIPMENT SET~LI'/OR
IENTATK)N, A'PLICATION 
Of PCffl'EII:, EQUIPMENT CHECKOUT AND CAlIUATION. 
,." ACTNATE S,ACELAI SIA$YSTEM5 ACTIVITIES ASSOCIATED WITH
 COMPlETING THE SET~LI' Of Sl'AOW SLaSYSTEMS nOM THE MOOl1..E 
FlOM MOOl1..E WORKSTATION, WHICH WEllE NOT TOTALL
Y ACTrvATED Oft WElE PAlITlAllY SHumoWN fOIl 
MAINTENANCE ACTION. 
, 
i 
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Z. 3. 1 Data Entry Codes
All entries on the Training Analysis Worksheet are self-explanatory
with the exception of the following coded items
Equipment Type
SLMI	 - Spacelab Mission Independent
SLMD	 - Spacelab . Mission Dependent
OMI	 - O--biter Mission Independent.
Task Allocation
C	 - Commander
P	 - Pilot
MS	 Mission Specialist
PS	 - Payload Specialist.
Criticality_
1) Of no direct consequence to achieving flight objectives.
2) Small consequence to achieving flight objectives.
3) Would degrade flight objectives
4) Probable serious consequence and may result in aborted
flight.
5) Results in aborted flight, but riot result in loss of crew or
vehicle.
6) Results in aborted flight with probable. loss of crew and
vehicle.
Skill/ Knowledge Difficulties Level Definitions
Knowledge
low (k)
	
	 Task performance requires an understanding. of
basic engineering or scientific principles involved
in order to comprehend and interpret the function
and operation of the specific equipment in the con--
text of the operational conditions. Minimal experi-
ence in the application of these principles to
equipment operation is required, to gain the requisite
ore -ation or maintenance proficiency.
medium (K) Task performance .requires applications experience .
and knowledge of the theory and principles of the
engineering or scientific disciplines involved in
order to comprehend and interpret the function and
operation of the specific equipment in the context of
the .operational situation. Repetitive experience in
task performance is required to gain the required
j
tr	 1	 i	 _.. 4	 '
high (K) Task performance requires detailed and highly
specialized knowledge and experience in the engi-
neering or scientific disciplines involved in order
to comprehend and interpret the function and oper-
ation of the specific equipment in the context of the
operational situation. 	 Repetitive experience in
task performance is required only to familiarize the
operator with the specifics of the equipment's
operation or maintenance proficiency.
Skills (Perceptual. /Motor)
low (p) (m) Task performance requires application of normal
motor /perceptual skills which are relatively un-
affected by the environment.	 Skill proficiency is
gained as a normal consequence of . task perform-
ance on the specific equipment,
medium (P) Task performance or the operational environment(M) requires that normal motor/perceptual skills be
modified or enhanced. 	 Repetitive training on the
specific equipment in the environment is required
to. develop the desired proficiency,
high (P) (M) Task performance on the specific equipment re--
quires unfamiliar or unnatural coordination of
normal. or modified skills, or the environment
produces an unnatural or unfamiliar sensory stim- .
ulus, or the task requires extreme preciseness in.
skill performance.	 Realistic, repetitive applica-
tion training is required to develop and maintain
proficiency.
Time Criticality Definition
low (t) Tusk performance is neither time nor sequence
dependent or time critical.
medium: (T) Task. performance is time and/or .sequence depe.n-
dent but not time critical.
high (T) Task performance is time and/or sequence depen-
dent and time critical.
Sequence
Dependent: Task operation must be performed in a specific
sequence..
Time
Dependent: Task operation must be performed within a specified,
adequate period of time.
Time
Critical:	 Task operation must be performed . within a limited
time period.
_5-
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Z. 3. 2 Training Equipment Definitions
2. 3. 2. 1 Mockup
General Description
Physical Fidelity: Dimensionally and geometrically accurate
representation of equipment and/ox facility. Visual, fidelity is not
required.
May use static or animated overlays to exhibit operational con-
figurations of controls and displays.
Functional Fidelity: Minimal, usually limited to mechanical
equipment.
Types
System: Complete physical structure. May be of exterior shell
and/or interior configuration.
Partial: A specific area and/or one or more work stations within
the total structure.
Hi-Fidelity: Physical and visual, fidelity required throughout. May
include exterior as well as interior. Simple display and control devices
may be functional.
Training Uses
Habitability, layout familiarization, stowage, restraint use, EVA/
IVA. path familiarization, safety procedures development.
2.3.2 2 Trainer
General Description'
Ph sisal Fidelit Dimensionally and geometr! cally accurate rep-
resentation of the equipment and its confines. Speci;'; ,`ic
 areas may have.
visual fidelity dependent upon training requirements.
Functional Fidelity. Mechanically and electronically emulates the
operational control, display and response characteristics of the equipment
to the extent that non-complex procedural skills and operating sequences
cz.'i be developed. and transferred to the operational situation.
=6-
May be electrically or manually controlled to modify visual indica-
tions of system, subsystem, assembly or component performance. Micro-
processors may be emplo} ed for control of some functions.. Alphanume-,
graphic and vector display overlays may be used or non-interactive video
display presentation capability may be provided.
Types
` thole-Task: Complete physical structure. May be of exterior and/
or interior configuration.
Part-Task: A work station or specific group of related work
stations. Surrounds may be deleted.
Training Uses
Procedural task practice and malfunction analysis on non-complex.,
dynamically slow and minimally interactive operating functions.
2.3.2.3 Simulator
a
General Description
Physical. Fidelity: Dimensionally, geometrically and visually ac-
curate representation of the equipment and its confines.
Functional Fidelity: Accurately emulates the operational.control,
display and response characteristics of the actual equipment and, if
required, the perceptual environment.
Equipment performance usually controlled by computer and/ox
direct manual or electrical intervention by an operator.
Typ e s
Whole-Task: Complete reproduction of all equipment, operations
and. phenomena likely to occur in actual perfortnance;
Part-Task: Complete reproduction of the phenomena and operations
likely to occur in actual opexatioxas for a specific and interrelated group
of equipments.
Training Uses
Procedural task practice and malfunction analysis of complex, inter-
active, rapidly dynamic and time critical operations.
-7-
Z. 3.3 Training Equipment Selection Criteria
The following criteria were used to select the types of training
equipment necessary for training of Spacelab flight crew. Selection of a
specific type of equipment is dependent upon the level, type and complexity
of the skills and knowledge required to perfornri the job operation.
2.3.3. 1 Mockups Selection Criteria
1\,1nckups. are most applicable for developing:
familiarzation with the general layout and configuration
of the equipment and/or facility
mechanical skills associated with such activities as unit
removal/ replacement actions, stowage provisions and
techniques, ingress /egress and translation paths, habitability
and safety, etc.
2.3.3.2 Trainer Selection Criteria.
Part task and whole task (system) trainers are most suitable for
imparting the skills and knowledge necessary to perform operations which
are,
procedural in nature, require the application . of
perceptual and motor skills and knowledge in com-
bination to accomplish job operations
AVE EITHER
involve tasks that follow a logical cause and effect
relationship and necessitate analysis, synthesis or
interpretation of data in order to perform. the .next
op exation
OR
require a series of coordinated, procedural type,
interactions with other operators
Z. 3.3.3 Simulator Selection Criteria.
Simulator type training devices are most applicable for imparting the
requisite skills and knowledge necessary top erform:.operations which
area
^g^
complex and require moderate to high perceptual
and motor skills and/or knowledge in combination
to accomplish the task(s),
AND EITHER
require a series of dynamic coordinated interactions
with other operators,
OR
involve a series of dynamic manned interactions
between two or more system elements necessitating
the analysis, synthesis or interpretation of data
derived fromm'uitiple sources in order to perform
the next operation,
OR
require interaction with equipment whose display,
control or response functions cannot be satisfactorily
replicated or are too costly to replicate without
recourse to computer technology acid/or actual.
equipment.
A simulator may be of part task or whole task design, dependent
upon the number of job operations and work stations which meet the above
criteria.
System training devices may be part simulator, part trainer and
part mockup.
3. 0 TRAINING ANALYSIS DOCUMENTATION
The detailed data is presented in the following sequence:
1) Top Level Functional Flow Diagrams for:
• Module or Module-Pallet Missions
o Pallet Missions.
2) Second Level Flow Diagram and Associated Training
Analysis Worksheets for each function in numerical
sequence.
-g-
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^	 AMPS 3,1 Page I
MISSION AMPS	 Function Description: Activities associated with either the initial application of poorer
TRAINING3.l Activate Spacelab	 and equipment checkout and calibration of Spacelab subsystems from
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION	 the Orbiter work station or reactivation of subsystems following a
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orbiter	 maintenance action.
TASK	 EQUIPMENT	 PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
MASK TIME SKILL/	 TRNG &
NQ.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION	 NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW- GRIT TRNG EQUIPLEDGE 	 REQUIRED
3.1
keyboard and	 Flight Deck +OM1	 ^C,P
41ork Station)
3.1.1
Activate Spacelab Note 1.
	
In order to accommodate pre-.
subsystems from launch checkout of the Spacelab and
Orbiter its payload and enable activation and
operation of Spacelab subsystems and
certain payload elements throughout
the prelaunch to on-orbit period, the
capability exists for remote control
of these subsystems through the
Orbiter Data Processing and Software
Subsystem.
Note 2.	 This analysis assumes that
the AMPS payload (except for ground
checkout purposes) does not require
the Spacelab or experiment subsystems
to he active prior to the on-orbit
phase of the mission.
Perform Spacelab Operate Orbiter Data Processing and
start-up Software subsystem keyboard to
initiate start-up routine.	 .
AMPS 3.I Page 2
MISSION	
AMPS
TRAINING	 3.1 Activate Spacelab
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orb i ter
TASK	 EQUIPMENT.
	
TRAINING
	
.	 AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	
TASK TIME SKILL/	 TRNG &
N4.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION	 NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALSO READ KNOW- CRiT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE	 REQUIRED
3.1.1	 Continued	 Note 3. Assume programmed routine of
^.
	
	 sequenced commands through Orbiter
GPU/MOM interface with Spacelab.
Note 4. Although the MDM activation
command sequence is assumed to be
preprogrammed, the sequence can be
b	 bperformed on a step-by-step as p s y
individual command code input to the
keyboard or through back-up switches.
on the aft flight deck cor. , rol panel.
The sequence of t4W4 commands will:
a. Connect Orbiter source power to
Spacelab DC main bus input to the
Power Control Box (PCB) for direct
distribution to the SS Power
Distribution Box (PUB) and
Emergency Box (EB).
From the EB the power is directly
distributed to the:
- Spacelab control panels
Caution and warning panel
- Emergency lights in module
- Total pressure cabin sensors
-13-
F
lFlight	 SLMI. C,P	 t	 pmk
	
2	 PTT-AFD,
Deck (AFD)	 MDl Sim
Flight	 SLMI	 C,P	 t	 pmk	 2	 PTT-AFD,
Deck (RFD)	 t4Di Sim
MOM (Backup switches
t0l (Backup switch
all S5 PDB RCCB's)
AMPS 3 . 1 Page 3
r
TRAINING	 MISSION	
AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.1 Activate Spacelab
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK
NO,	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION
3.1.1	 (Continued)	 - Fire and smoke detector
-	 assembly
- COMS emergency power supply
Depressurization valve RCCB
switch contact
In the PDB, the DC power is
distributed to normally closed
circuit breaker contacts for
secondary distribution.
Within the PCB the power is dis-
tributed to normally open circuit
breaker contacts to the inverters,
`—"
	
	 experiment DC bus and control
panels.
b. Connect SS inverter to DC power.
1a5v-3^ 400 Hz power distributed
to normally closed P,CCB contacts
in PDB.
c. Close RCCB ' s in PDB for ( recloso
following power overload or shut-
down or reset if inadvertent open
resulting from launch.) secondary
distribution of do power.
- ECS DC lines 1 and 2
ASCS instrumentation bus
	
EQUIPMENT
	
ranourvigr-L,
	
MIAUNINU
AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	
TASK TIME SKILL/	 TRNG &
	NOMENCLA URE 	LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW	 CRIT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE	 REQUIRED
-14-
i
TASK
NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION
-	 3.1.1	 (Continued)	 - CDMS DC lines 1, 2, 3
Signal conditioning circuit
IPS
CPSE
Secondary distribution of AC to:
CD14S AC line
ECS AC lines 1, 2, 3
Direct connected CDMS elements
Energize avionics fan
d. Activate 5S CDMS components as
required to prepare computer
for operation.
e. Activate. SS computer
f.. Activate the SS RAU`s
3.1.2	 Complete Spacelab	 Operate CDMS keyboard to initiate
Subsystem Activation activation routine.
- AFO keyboard and CRT to ON
Enter start command
	
EQUIPMENT	 PERSONNEL,	 TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	
TASK I TIME SKILLI	 TRNG &
	
NOMENCLATURE 	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO RI:QD KNOW-	 CRIT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE	 REQUIRED
MDM (Backup switch) Flight 	 OW
Deck (AFD)	 (SLMI)
PIOM	 Flight	 OMI
Deck
MM. (Backup switch) Flight	 OW
Deck (AFD)
CRTS Keyboard and AFD	 SLNI
-15-
I
C,P
	
t pmk 2 PTT-AFD,
MDH Sim
C,P	 t pmk 2 PTT-RFD,
tW4 Sim
C,P	 t pmk .2 PTT-AFD.,	 '-
[.0 Sim
C,P,	 t pmk or 2 PTT-AFD,
MS (pm K PT Sim CUMS
for seq
of step
by step
-
backup)
SS CDMS
Keyboard and CRT
(Backup switches)
(Backup switch)
(Safing MDM)
AFD	 SL MI	 C,P	 t	 p 	 2	 PTT-AFD,
h1S	 PT Sim CDMS;
MOM Sim
{RFD)
I(AFO)
(Orbite.• )	 '^
,i
AMPS 3.1 Page 5
TRAINING	 M15510N
AMPS
--	 ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.1 Activate Spacelab
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK
DESCRIPTION
Note 5. The following CDMS command
functions may be performed through
either the AFD CDMS keyboard/CRT or
Orbiter Data Processing and Software.
Subsystem Keyboard/CRT work stations
via MOM interface with the Spacelab
SS computer I/0.
Note G. Assume preprogrammed routine
for sequenced commands to complete
activation of Spacelab subsystems.
Note 7. Although the CDMS activation
command sequence is assumed to be
preprogrammed, the sequence can be
accomplished on a.step-by-step basis
by individual command code input to
the keyboard or through backup
switches in the AFD control panel.
The sequence of commands will:
a. Energize cabin fan
b. Energize water .pump and.water loop
heaters OFF
c. Energize Master 0 2 solenoid valve
EQUIPMENT
	
rcnaUrviNIcu, I nt»viuru
AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SKILL/	 TRNG &NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE	 KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIPALLO REAR LEDGE 
I	 I REQUIRED
a
Lrr .^ t..
AMPS 3.1 Page 6
MISSION	 Ai^1P5
TRAINING
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.1 Activate Spacelab
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orbi ter
I--
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
REQD
SKILL/
KNOW- GRIT
TANG &
TANG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3-.1 .2 (Corntinued) d.	 Energize Master N 2 solenoid valve (Safing MDM) (Orbiter) SLMI C,P t pmk 2 PTT-AFD,
j MS W-1 Sim
e.	 Activate 0 2
 and N2 sensors, j
controllers and solenoid valves.
f:
.	 Energize ECLS AC powered sensor (Backup switch) (AFO)
and controllers !
3.1 .3 Activate Spacelab a.	 Operate SS WIS keyboard to SS-CDMS Keyboard AFD PTT-AFD,
Experiment Support activate experiment CDMS and CRT PT sim CD14S,
Subsystems components for experiment computer (Backup switch) (AFD) NDM Sim
operation.
b.	 Activate experiment computer SS-CDMS Keyboard AFD
and CRT
c.	 Activate experiment RAU's SS-CDMS Keyboard AFD
and CRT
(Backup switch) (AFD) i
d.	 Connect experiment DC bus to main SS-CDMS Keyboard and AFO 3
DC power for distribution to CRT
Experiment Distribution Boxes
(EDB). (Backup switch) (AFD)
(A1DM? (Flight
Deck)
-17-
-CDI,IS Keyboard
J CRT
ackup Switch)
714)
-CD14S
3ckup switch)
-CD14S
CD14S Keyboard and
T, video monitor
AFD
!(AFD)
(Flight
Deck)
AFD
(AFD)
AFD
AFD
AND T
TASK
ALLO
C,P
MS
rcn
RAININi
TIME
REQD
t
T
JVIV IVCL
: EQUIM
SKILL/
KNOW-
LEDGE
pork
pnik
Pm Y.
pmK
I nf1I1V
LENT RE
CRIT
2
2
3
[IN U
:QUIREMENTS
TANG &
TRNG EQUIP
REQUIRED
PTT-AFD,
PT.Sim CDRS,
M13M Sim
Part Task
Simulator
CDMS and
IPS
Visual
Field
TYPE
SLt^lI
I
EQU1PI
NOMENCLATURE
RENT
LOCATION
R
C
MISSION AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION, 3.1 Activate SPaceiab
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK
NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION
-	 3.1.3	 (Continued)	 e. Connect experiment inverter to
Be power. 115v 3^ 400 Hz.povier
distributed to EDB's.
f. Distribute experiment DC and AC
power to experiment switching
panels.
g. Activate video monitor
h, Activate IPS by input of commands
to IPS through keyboard and
monitor video to
Deployed Rode
s deploy platform
• calibrate IPS against
Orbiter I14U using IPS
reference star or sun
i	 a establish IPS sensor biases
.and store in SS computer
T
MIPS 3.1 Page 7
..Ig_
AMPS 3.1 Page 8
MISSION
	
AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION	 3-1 Activatp SPacelab
WORKSHEET _Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINIM1,G EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
7A';K TIh,71= SKILL! TRNG &NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW- GRIT 7RNG EQUIPLEDGE REQUIRED
-	 3.1.3 (Continued) -	 Stowed Mode SS CAMS Keyboard and AFD SLI41 C,P Part Task
CRT, video monitor MS Simulator
•	 calibrate IPS against COMS and
Orbiter IMU using strapdown T Pm K 3 IPS
star sensor Visual
Field
•	 establish IPS sensor biases T pm V, 3
and store in SS computer
3,1.4 Monitor C&W Subsystem Reference.3.3.9
3.1.5 Perform Emergency Reference 3.3.10.
Procedures
-19-
3.2
FROM
	
VERIFYSPACELAB.
	 TOREF, 3.1 -^
	 SUBSYSTEM	 3.'f1 3.23.7, 3.1
1
1	 STATUS 
FROM ORBITER
3.1
3.3
3.2.1..	 3.2.2
	REF -► PERFORM VISUAL	 OR	 REMOVE AND
	
INSPECTION OF	 STOW LAUNCH
	
AFT FLIGHT PECK
	 RESTRAINTS
EQUIPMENT
3.2.4	 .
3.2.3
	 3.2.5
PERFORM VISUAL	 OR	 VERIFY
INSPECTION OF	 SUBSYSTEM
CARGO BAY	 STATUS
EQUIPMENT
i
f	 41PS 3.2 Page 1
MISSION	 91PS	
Function Description: After ascent, inspect equipment for damage, remove and
TRAINING	 stow launch restraints and, if applicable, verify status of subsystems activated
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.2 Verify Spacelab 	 prior to launch. During on-orbit operations at flight deck workstation, compare
WORKSHEET	 Suhsystem Status from Orbiter
	
Spacelab subsystems parameters: and operating conditions for conformance with
requirements for current phase of the flight.
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS .
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW-
I
CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.2 Verify Spacelab sub-- Note 1 - For Ah1PS mission assume no
systems status from SL subsystems or experiments
Orbiter operating prior to on-orbit phase.
3.2.1 Perform visual inspec- Inspect RFD equipment for damage AFD SLNI C,P, t pmk 2 Mockup - AFD
tion of AFD equipment which may have occurred during MS,PS
launch
3.2.2 Remove and stow If required, remove launch restraints AFD SLMI t pMk 2 Mockup - AFD
launch restraints in aft bay and stow >tirF
3.2.3 Perform visual inspec- Operate orbiter CCTV cargo bay Orbiter CCTV AFD OMI C,P, t PmK 3 AFD	 ;^ckup
tion of cargo bay cameras and monitor video to inspect camera and monitor MS,PS Module Mockup
for damage which may have occurred controls Orbiter Cargo
during launch Bay Mockup
3.2.4 Brief relief operator Shift change activity
Inform operator on normal/abnormal SS CDMS AFD C&D AFD SLMI C,p t pmK 3 PTT-AFD,
conditions for each subsystem and Panel PT Sim CDMS
schedule status.
a	 EPOS	 IPS
ECS	 a	 CPSE
s	 CDMS
3.2.5 Verify Subsystem Verify status of Spacelab subsystems SS CDMS, AFD C&D AFD SLMI C,P, t pmK 3. PTT-AFD,
Status activated prior to launch or verify panel MS. PT Sim CDMS
status of subsystem following are-
.configuration of a subsystem or any
maintenance action
_21_
3.1,
3.2
FROM OPERATE	 ^O
+SPACEVl	 ? 7, 3.11, 3.19SUBSYSiEMS
FROM ORBITER
.1B
OR	 PERFORM
SAFETY
PROCEDURES
3,3.1
MONITOR AND
CONTROL DC
POWER
3.3.2
MONITOR AND
CONTROL AC
POWER
3,3,3
fM O ULE
ONITOR AND
NTROL
D
NVIRONMENT
MONITOR AND	 3.2, 3.4,CONTROL	 0	 3.7, 3,11, 3,19'
TEMPERATURE
CONTROL
SUBSYSTEM	 3.3.5
MONITOR AND
CONTROL EPS
3,3.6
MONITOR ANDCONTROL CDMS
3.3.7
MONITOR AND	 —
CONTROL
ILLUMINATION
r —
i
i
k
'	 s
3.3.9
	
-^1	 .
MONITOR
caw
SYSTEM
3,3,8
PERFORM
INTERCOM
OPERATIONS
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM — 3.3 OPERATE SPACELAB SUBSYSTEMS FROM ORBITER
—C2-
i
AMPS 3.3 Page 1
TRAINING	
MISSION AMPS	 Function Description: Monitor and control Spacelab subsystems operation
FUNCTION 3.3 Operate Snacelab 	 from Orbiter workstation to maintain or change . performance in response toANALYSIS	 flight requirements or C&W demands.
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW" CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
&3.1 Monitor and Control Monitor main bus DC voltage level SS-CDMS keyboard AFb SLMI C,P, t p 2 PTT-AFB,
DC Poorer a	 28 t2 vdc nominal and CRT MS PT Sim CDMS
a	 <26 vdc (advisory) C&W
C&D Panel
a	 >32 vdc (caution) C&W
s	 <20 vdc auto switch to
emergency
Monitor DC power level and consumption
s	 7.0 KW average
e	 12.0 KW peak
a > 430A (caution) C&W
a	 Emergency power not available
(advisory) C&W
s	 Shunt temperature high
(caution) C&VJ
Monitor DC power distribution status
a	 SS
a	 Experiment
Identify DC power malfunctions CV Panel, SS-CDMS T pmK 4
CRT and Keyboard,
C&D Panel
Identify C&W conditions in other. SL
subsystems or experiments correctable
or alleviated through DC power control
-23-
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MISSION AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION
TRAINING	
3.3 Operate Spacelab
..	
.
WDRKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLD
TIME
REQD
SKILL/
KNOW- CHIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.3.1 (Continued) Identify DC power (non-malfunction) SS CDMS Keyboard and AFD SLMI C,P, T p 3 PTT-AFD,
anomalies CRT, C&D Panel, Ms PT sim CDMS,.
W Panel MDM Sim
Operate controls to: Orbiter OP&S FD OMI/ C,P T 3
a	 Reconfigure DC power distribu- Keyboard and CRT,SS-CDMS Keyboard SLMItion as required by flight plan
and CRT, C&D Panel ^ AFD
a	 Reconfigure DC power distribu- Switches T 4
tion to isolate and/or by-pass
a OC power malfunction or
reduce load
e	 Reconfigure DC power distribu- T 4
tion to eliminate a DC,power
(non-malfunction) anomaly
a.	 Coordinate with MS/PS as Intercom T 2
required
3.3.2 Monitor and Control Monitor AC voltage and frequency of SS-CDMS Keyboard and SLMI C,P t pmk 2
AC Power inverter output CRT MS
115/200 vac ±5%. C&D Panel
400 Hz ±THD
AC under voltage (advisory) C&W
Monitor AC power level and consumption
400 Hz - 2.25 KVA average
^2^Y.
'1•
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MISSION A14P5TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION 3.3 Operate SpaceTab
WORKSHEET Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
71ME.TI SKILL/KNOW- CRIT TRNG &TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.3.2 (Continued) 14onitor AC power distribution status C&D Panel AFD 5L14I C,P, t pmk 2 PTT-AFD,
-	 - •	 SS inverter and SS distribution 14S PT Sim C015	 -
•	 Experiment inverter and experi-
ment distribution
•	 Experiment inverter to SS
distribution
a	 SS inverter/exp, inverter to
both 5S and experiment
distribution
Identify AC power malfunctions C&W parial, 5S-CO145 i pmK 4
CRT and Keyboard
Identify C&W conditions in other C&D,Panel i
Spacelab subsystems or experiments 1
correctable or alleviated through +
AG power control
Identify AC power (non-malfunction)
anomalies
Operate controls to: Orbiter DP&S Key- FO OIII/ C,P T 3 PTT-AFD,
•	 Reconfigure RC poorer distribu- board and CRT, SLI4I
PT
14D14
Sim COOS,
SimLion as required by flight plan SS-CD14S Keyboard AFD
and CRT, C&D Panel
•	 Reconfigure AC power distribu- T 4
tion.to isolate and/or by-pass E
an AC power malfunction or
reduce Toad T
-25-
A14P5 3.3, Pa ge 4
MISSION	 A14PS
TRAINING	 3.3ANALYSIS 	 FUNCTIONOperate 5pacelabP
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAINING,TRAINING-EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.3.2 (Continued) •	 Reconfigure AC power distribu- Orbiter DP&S Key- AFO OMI/ C,P T pmy, 4 PT Sim CDMS
tion to eliminate an AC power board and CRT, SLI41 MDM Sim
(non-malfunction) anomaly S5-CDMS Keyboard
and CRT, C&D Panel
Coordinate with MS/PS Intercom SLMI T I 2
as required
3.3.3 Monitor and Control Monitor ELLS displays to verify that SS-CDMS Keyboard C,P t pmk
Module Environment cabin environment is within prescribed and CRT 14S
tolerances
s	 Temperature 18=270C
S	 Total pressure rate of change
3.33 mm Hg/sec (emergency) G&W
1.00 mm Hg/sec (advisory) C&W
a	 Total pressure
flomi.nal 760 mmHg *1%
IHigh 840 mm Hg (warning) C&W
Low 518 mm Hg (warning) C&W {
Low 749 um Hg (advisory) C&W
•	 Ramp valve open (warning) G&W
02
 partial pressure
Nominal 160 mm Hg
High 188 m'rE Hg (warning) CW
Low 115 mm Hg (warning) C&I
Low 140 mm Hg (advisory) C&W
eL	 CO2 partial pressure SS-COMS Keyboard
Highn8l mm g (caution) C&W C&D Panel
-Zb-
TASK
NO.
	
TITLE
3.3.3
	
(Continued) n Carbon Monoxide
15 14g/m3 (advisory) CV
a Trace contaminants TBD.
a Air flow - TBD
Humidity 60C.
 dewpoint to 70% RH
Monitor ECLS and pressurized component
status
Identify ECLS malfunctions
DESCRIPTION
AMPS 3.3, Page 5
MISSION AMPS
TRAINING	
FUNCTION 3,3 Operate. Spacelab
ANALYSIS	
Subsystems from OrbiterWORKSHEET
EQUIPMENT ^^^,^.,F ^^ ^^,I n„,ir,l.-AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SKILL/ TRNG &NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYNE: ALLO REQD KNOW- CHIT TRNG EQUIPLEDGE REQUIRED
SS-CDMS Keyboard AFD SLMI C,P t pmk 2 PTT-AFD,
and CRT, C&D Panel MS PT Sim CDMS
C&W Panel, SS -CDMS C,P, T pmK 4
CRT and Keyboard, MS
IC&D Panel i I
Identify C&W conditions in other SL
subsystems or experiments correctable
or alleviated through ECLS control
(e.g., fire in. avionics loop or cabin
loop (warning) C&W, avionics fan fail-
ure AP = 0 (caution) G&W
Identify ECLS (non-malfunction)
anomalies
Operate controls to-
o Reconfigure EELS as required to
isolate, by-pass or inactivate
a failed component or assembly
o Remove / replace LiOH cannisters
T
	
3
C,P	 T
	
4
T
	
12
-27-
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MISSION	 AMPS	 V `
TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION 3.3 Operate Spacelab
WORKSHEET Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION (NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
RECID
SKILL/
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.3.3 (Continued) a	 Safe an otherwise automatically Orbiter DP&S Key- RFD SLbiI C,P T pmK 5 PTT-AFD,
activated component (e.g., N 2 board and CRI PT Sim COMS
02., pressure relief value) in
response to C&W condition
a	 Coordinate with VIS/PS as Intercom T 2
required
3.3.4 Monitor and Control Monitor TCS displays to verify that SS-COMS Keyboard and C,P, t pmk 2
Temperature Control the active cooling system is perform- CRT, C&D Panel MS
Subsystem ing within prescribed tolerances.
e. Rack air temperature output
22 to 40°C at 3 MI minimum
Heat exchanger inlet H2O tem-
perature TBD
e	 Water pump. temperature TBD
s	 Freon pump temperature TBD
Monitor displays of TCS component/
assembly status.
•	 Water loon heaters Auto or ON
Water pump I or 2 ON.
	
Water
pump failure, OP = 0 (caution)
C&I4
s	 Freon pump 1 or 2 ON.	 Freon
pump failure TBD - C&W
-ZB-
AMPS 3.3; Page 7
TRAINING.	 MISSION	
AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.3 Operate Snacelab
WORK-SHEET	 Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT rcnov^^^vc^+ ^nriiitii^vuAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO: TITLE DESCRIPTION! NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASK. TIME
SKILL/
KNOW- CR1T
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP_ ALTO REQD
LEDGE REQUIRED
(Continued) Identify TCS malfunctions CR Panel, SS-CDMS AFD SLMI C,P,
_
T pmK 4 PTT-AFD,3.3.4	 ..
Keyboard and CRT, MS PT Sim CDMS
Identify C&W conditions in other SL C&D Panel
subsystems or experiments correctable
or alleviated through TGS control T 4
Identify TCS (non-malfunction) T 3
anomalies
Operate controls to: T 3
a	 Reconfigure TCS to by-pass,
isolate or inactivate -Failed
components or assemblies
Dump excess crater T 4
I
i
Coordinate with MS/PS as required T 2
3.3.5 Monitor and Control Input requisite through SS-CDMS SS-CD?-IS Keyboard, T 2
IPS keyboard to: and CRT, video
o	 Platform .deployment monitor
Calibration of IPS to T PmK 3 PT simulator
Shuttle IMU CDMS/IPS
Restablish biases and store T pmK 3 visual field
Point IPS at selected targets C,A, T PmK 4
in accordance with flight plan MS,PS
and maintain pointing
r	 Retract platform and IPS C&D Panel C,A, t pnik 2 PTT-AFD
(Ref. 3.3.6 and 3.1.3) MS
-24-
TASK	 EQUIP!
TITLE	 DESCRIPTION	 NOMENCLATURE
(Continued)	 Coordinate with MSIPS as required 	 SS-CDI4S Keyboard
and CRT,.video
monitor
Identify IPS malfunctions 	 and IPS C&D Panel
Reconfigure IPS controllable items	 SS-CDhIS keyboard and
(TBD) to correct failure to maintain CRT, Orbiter DP&S
lock-on or pointing.	 Keyboard and CELT,
Video Monitors
Operate IPS back-up controls to: 	 IPS C&D Panel,
r .
 Retract and lock platform	 Intercoms CCTV video
Safe jettison of equipment
Note .1: The above functions are per-
formed in coordination with Remote
Manipolator Arm operation with IPS	 n
platform.	 !
-3 o-
NO:
3,3.5 .
AENT
LOCATION
AFD .
TYPE
SLMI .
4b1I
3 EQU14
SKILL/
KNOW-
LEDGE
pmk
pmK
Amt(
pmK
pmK
Of-*
TASK I TIME
ALLO REQD
C,P,	 T
m5 , PS
C,P,E4S	 t
I
P
i
AND TRAININI :QUIREMENTS
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
REQUIRED
PT Simulator
CDMS/IPS
visual field
PIT-AFD
PT Simulator
SS-CDMS and
IPS visual
field, IPS/
STS
interaction
PTT-IPS
C&D Panel
Orbiter
Cargo Bay
and AFD
t4ockup
W/ RMS
1ENT RI
CR IT
4
3
4
3
4
4
FAIIPS 3. 3, Page 9
MISSION	 AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION 3-:3 Operate Spacelab
WORKSHEET Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NQ; TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL!
KNOW- GRIT'
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.3.6	 Monitor and Control	 Note 2:	 The CDMS operates on a con-
CDMS. tinuous basis during on-orbit opera-
tions, providing the capability for
data acquisition, monitoring, for-
matting, processing, displaying,
recording and transmission, in addi-
tion to providing the command and
—' control of Spacelab subsystems and !'
experiment operation.. The CDMS can
be considered as being.comprised of a
Spacelab subsystems CDMS (SS -CDMS) and
an. experiment CDMS (E--CDMS),	 The for-
mer controls and monitors Spacelab
subsystems and configures the E-CDI4S
— for operations.	 The SS-CDMS is con-
figured for.operation by the Orbiter
OP&S through the MOM interface..
Monitor CDMS CRT display and/or CH CDMS. Keyboard and 	 AFD	 SLMI	 C,P,MS t	 pmk
	 2 PTT-AFD
panel to assure that all elements are CRT, CH Panel I
properly configured for monitoring
and controlling SL subsystems and
experiments:
•	 SS-CDMS PTT-AFD
SS-I/O CDMS
SS-I/O couplers Simulator
SS=LIMA
SS-Computer power -'
S5-RAUS
IPS
CPSE
-31-
Operate controls to
Deactivate SS computer
s, Deactivate E-computer
CRT and Keyboard,
C&D Panel, Computer
Self Test Control
and Indicator
(Orbiter DP&S Key-
board-W1
SS-CDMS keyboard
MISSION
	
AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION. 3.3 Operate Spacelab
WORKSHEET Subsystems .from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
REQO
SKILLS
KNOW CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.3:6 .(Continued) E-CD11S CDI4S Keyboard and AFD SLMI C,P,IIS t pmk 2 PTT-AFD
E-I/0 CRT, C&D Panel CDMS
E-I/G couplers Simulator,
E-DMA r0m Sim
E-computer power
E-RAU's
E--applications program(s)
loaded
Recorder
CCTV
E-RAU block transfer
a	 Other
Back-up computer
Wlu
Identify CMDS malfunctions C&W panel, SS-CDMS AFD SLI4I C,P,I4S T pmK 3
FD 01,1I C,P T pmk 3
AFD SL61T C,PJ6 T pmk 3
-32-
TITLE
(Continued)
N Q.
3,3.6
i
AFD	 SL14I C,P,MS
FD	 014I	 C.P
C, P,hIS
C,P
AFD	 SL1.1I
FD (AFD) CMI
(SLMI)
4
SS CDMS Keyboard
SS-CD14S Keyboard
(140M )
1dOM
SS-CDMS Keyboard
MDM (Back-up
switches)
TASK
DESCRIPTION
• Activate back-up computer for
S-S use
-	 SS I/O and couplers
-	 SS I/O DMA to B/U camp.
-	 B/U comp, auto start
Note 3. Assumes S-S program loaded
in B/U computer
n Activate B/U computer for exp
use;
-	 E 1/0 and couplers
-	 E I/O D14A to B/U camp.
-	 MMU to B/U comp.
-	 4N411 poorer
-	 B/U comp. -014
-	
Lead B/U camp. Exec
-	 Load E-Operations and
application program
-	 B/U auto start
• Connect hIMU to load E applica-
tions program to E-computer
s Connect 1,114U to load SS opera-
tions and applications program
into Back-up computer.
(Assumes prior failure of E
computer and load of E program
into B/U computer with subse-
quent failure of S-S computer.)
EQUIPMENT	 rr_nQvrvivcL, i nmimivuAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SKILL/	 TRNG &NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE
	
REQUIRED
M (back-up switch)
	
FO (RFD OMI C,P	 T	 pmK
	 3	 PTT-AFD,
14	 FD	 i	 I	 I	 CDAS
M	 FO	 Simulator,
1113fli Sim
-33-
F
AMPS 3.3, Paqe 12
MISSION	 AMPS
TRAEfiIlNC
-ANALYSIS FUNCTION
WORK SHEET Subsys .ema frn'm Orbi ter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALSO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- CR1T
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.3.5 (Continued) a	 Operate .CCTV cameras and Video AFD CH Panel AFD SLMI C,P, t P 2 PTT-AFO
monitors . 11S ' Ps CDMS
r .
 .Operate recorder and Simulator
communications
o	 Obtain requisite data from RAI CDhiS CRT and Key- C,P,MS
or storage beard, CCTV control,
-
	
Alphanumeric parameter list AFD C&D panel
-	 Vector. display
-	 Special graphics
for display on CRT or video
monitor
(..Perform S-S data computations
•	 Command parameter change to
SS-CDMS controlled component
Note 4':	 If E-computer fails, the !
experiment operating and applications
programs may be read into the 8/!1
computer from Mass-Memory Unit. 	 Two
computer 	 result in an
aborted flight.
3.3.7 Monitor and Control dote 5:	 Only emergency illumination
Illumination in module is controlled via MDM pourer
application to EPDS from Orbiter
-34-
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MISSION	 AMPS
ANALLYSIS
YSISNA
LY FUNCTION	 3.3 Operate Spacelab
WORKSHEET Subsystems from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NQ. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLCi
TIME
REQD
SKILL/
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.3.8
	
Perform Intercom Use intercom for coordinating opera- Communications and AFD SLMI C,P, T pmk	 I PTT-AFD
Operations tions as required by SOP Recording Panel MS,PS
3.3.9	 Monitor C&W System Interpret audio-visual emergency C&li Panel AFD SLMI C,P, T pmK	 4 AFD Mock-up
warning, caution and advisory displays MS,PS
to identify anomalies in SL and ex-
periment subsystems performance. `'-
See 3.3.1 through 3.3.6
3.3.10	 Perform Safety Note 6:	 In addition to subsystem
Procedures operations required to eliminate,
isolate or bypass the malfunction, the
following activities may be performed
for:
Total pressure rate of change
(emergency) 3.33 mm Hg/sec -
module
- Decreasing pressure
4	 Retreat to Orbiter Tunnel -- SLMI C,P, T pMK	 5 PTT-AFD
MS,PS t
•	 Isolate SL/Orbiter ECS systems Hatches Orbiter Mid C,P, T pMK	 5 Module Mockup
Deck and MS,PS Orbiter MD
Module and FD Mockup
e	 Automatic operation of Np and NIA -- -- - -- --	 -
03 solenoid valves to minimize
pressure loss during evacuation
a	 Safe close 02 + NZ after MDI4 FD OMI C,P T pmt:	 5
evacuation
	
complete
-35-
FD (AFD) OMI
SLMI)'
OMI
--	 SLMI
C,P
C,P
C,P
C,P,
MS, PS
C 
I
I
ms,PS If
T	 pmK
T	 pmK
T	 pmK
T	 pMK
pmK
PTT-AFD,
Module ip
Mockup,
MDI4 Sim
hatches
5
^,	 5
5
5
4FD (AFD) OMI
SEMI)
FD	 OMI
FD (AFD) OMI
;SLMI)
OMI
SLMI
AMPS 3.3. Paae 14
MISSION	 AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.3 Operate Spacelab
I	 WORKSHEET	 Fubsystems from Orbiter
TASK
DESCRIPTION
- Increasing pressure
• 02 pp high, safe close 02	MOM (RAU)
solenoid valve
• 02 pp low, safe close N 2	MOM (RAU)
solenoid valve
r Depressurization valve open to MOM
reduce pressure
0 Retreat to Orbiter
	
Tunnel,
Total pressure high (warning) and
- 02 pp high
r Safe close 02 solenoid Valve	 MOM (RAU)
r Depressurization valve open to
reduce pressure to normal range MOM
- 02
 pp low
• Safe close H2 solenoid valve 	 MDR (RAU)
• Depressurization valve open to MOM
reduce pressure to normal range
r Don personal breathing	 PSE
equipment
EQUIPMENT	 1 .MA i1111YVAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK I TIME SKILL! 	 I TRNG &NOMENCLATURE
	
LOCATION TYPE ALLO I
	
KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE	 REQUIRED
-36-
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TRAINING	
MISSION AMPS
ANALYSIS
	
FUNCTION 3.3 Operate Space7ab
WORKSHEET
	 Subgvstems from Qrbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. '.TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.3.10 (Continued) Total pressure low (warning) and
` 02 PP high
s	 Depressurization (dump) valve MOM FD OMI C,P T pmK 4 PTT-AFD,
close Module
9	 N	 solenoid valve open2 MDM (RAU) FD (RFD) OMI C,P
Mockup,
MDM SimSLMI}
- 
02 pp low
a	 Depressurization (dump) valve MOM 'FD OMI C,P
close
o	 02 solenoid valve open MDM (RAU) FD (RFD) OMI C,P
SLMI}
a	 N2 solenoid valve open as
required
•	 Don PBE PBE SLMI C,P, fIr
MS,PS
I'
Fire in cabin (warning) FD, AFD, SLMI C,P, I
Module MS,PS
•	 Don PBE PBE
a	 Cabin fans OFF MDM FD OMI C,P,
MS,PS
s	 Employ hand-held Freon fire Freon 1301 Module SLMI C,P, ]I
extinguisher extinguisher MS,PS T
-37-
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TRAINING
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION , 3.3 Operate Snacelab
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orhj er
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPI= TASKALLQ
TIME
REQD
SKILL`
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED.
3.3.10 (Continued) or
e	 Retreat to Orbiter Tunnel --- SLI41 C,P, pMK 5 PTT-AFD,
MS,PS Module
a	 Isolate 06iter/SL ECS Hatches Orbiter Mid Mockup,
Deck and I1DM Sim,
Module Orbiter MD
Mockup
e	 Safe close 02 solenoid valve MDM (RAU) FD (AFD) OMI C,P
SLMI)
a	 Depressurization (dump) valve. MDM FD OMI C,P
open
or
a . Open N2 solenoid valve
.
MDM (RAU) FD (AFD) OMI C,P
SLMI
Fire in Avionics Loop (warning)
Refer to fire in cabin and
a. Avionics fans OFF MOM (RAU) FO (AFD) OMI pMK 4 PTT-AFD,
SLMI) Module
Mockup,
Cot
 high (caution) MDM Sim
a	 Change Li OH cannister ECLS Module SLMI C,P T pMk 3
MS
-38-

AMPS 3.4, Page I
MISSION	 AMPS	 Function Description: Activities required for initial transition from the Orbiter
TRAINING	
FUNCTION 3.4 Pe-form Initial	
mid-deck to the module.
ANALYSIS
WORKSHEET	 Ingress of Module
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE
TASK
ALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL!
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.4.1 Enter Tunnel Open tunnel ventilation air valve Tunnel ventilation Mid Deck OMI C,P, t pmk 2 ORB-Mockup
air valve MS
3,4.1.1 Verify Orbiter/Tunnel Verify:
Pressure Equalization
o	 Pressure differential within Pressure gauge Mid Deck OMI C,P, t pmk 3
limits Hatch MS
o	 Atmospheric habitability within AFD C&D panel Aft Flight 011I C,P, t PTT-AFD
limits Deck MS
3.4.1.2 Operate and Latch Unlock, open and secure hatch Hatch Mid Deck OMI C,P, t pMk 2 WIF-Mockup
Hatch MS
3.4.1.3 Visually Inspect. Inspect for obstruction or damage OhII C,P, t Pmk 2 Module
Tunnel MS Mockup
3.4.2 Traverse Tunnel Perform IVA of Tunnel 0141 C,P, t pMk 2 WIF-Mockup
M5
3.4.3 Enter Module OMI C,P, t
MS
3.4.3.1 Verify Tunnel/Module Verify pressure differential within Pressure gauge Module Hatch SLMI C,P, t pmk 3 Module
Pressure Equalization limits MS Mockup
3.4.3.2 Verify Module Verify Habitability of Module Intercom to Aft SLMI C,P, t pmk 2
Habitability Flight Deck Ms
3.4.3.3 Operate and Latch Unlock, open and latch hatch Hatch iodule SLMI C,P, t 1 2 WIF-Mockup
Hatch MS
-40-
3.5
-	 FROM
	 VERIFY	 TO
3.4, 3.6,	 SPACELAB	 3.6 3.2.5
3.71 3.15	 SUBSYSTEMS	 '
STATUS FROM
MODULE
3.5.1
	 3.5.2	 3.5.4
	
3. 4	 PERFORM VISUAL	 OR	 REMOVE AND	 VERIFY	 3.6, 3.25INSPECTION OF
	 SPACELAB
MODULE
	
STOW LAUNCH	 SUBSYSTEMS.
EQUIPMENT	 RESTRAINTS	 STATUS
f 3,6, 37
3.5.3
	
3.15
	 BRIEF RELIEF
OPERATOR
-	 SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM - 3.5 VERIFY SPACELAB SUBSYSTEMS STATUS FROM MODULE
-41-
Verify Subsystem
Status
AMPS 3.5 Page 1
TRAINING	
MISSION	 AMPS	 Function Description: after initial ingress, inspect equipment for
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION   3.5 Verify ^acelab 	
damage, remove and stow launch restraints and, if applicable, verify
status of subsystems activated prior to launch. Subsequently, compare
WORKSHEET
	 5ubsytems Status from Module
	
5pacelab subsystem parameters and operating conditions for conformance
with requirements for the current phase of the flight.
TASK	 EQUIPMENT	 PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SKILL/ 	 WING &
:NO.	 TITLE.	 DESCRIPTION	 NOMENCLA'T'URE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO REQD KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE	 REQUIRED
3.5	 Verify Spacelab Sub- Note 1: For AMPS mission, assume no
systems Status from
	
SL subsystems or experiments operat-
.Module	 ing prior to on-orbit phase.
3.5.1	 Perform Visual Inspec- Inspect module equipment for damage 	 Core Segment SLMI C,P,M 	 t	 pmK	 3	 Module
tion of Module	 which may have occurred during launch.	 Exper	 SLMD MS,PS	 Mockup
Equipment	 Segment
. 3.5.7 	 Remove and Stow Launch If required, remove launch restraints 	 Module	 SLMI	 C,P,NE	 t	 plik	 2	 Module
Restraints.	 and stow .	Mocku
3.5.3	 Brief Relief Operator Shift change activity 	 SS CDMS CRT and	 Module	 SL14I	 C,P,M
	
t	 pmK	 3	 PTT-Module
Inform operator on normal/abnormal 	 Keyboard, C&D Panels
conditions for each subsystem and
schedule status.
• EPDS
a 1ECS
• CDMS
r IPS
• CPSE
( Verify status of SL subsystems acti- S-S COMS CRT and
vated prior to launch or verify status Keyboard, C&D Panels
of subsystem following a reconfigura-
tion of a subsystem or any maintenance
action
Module -SLMI I C,P,MI t	
I 
pmK 
1 
3	 l PTT-Module
Central Con-
trol Rack
-422
AMPS 3.5 Page 2
MISSION. AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION 3.5 Verify Spacel ab
WORKSHEET . Subsystems Status from Module
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- CP.IT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.5.4 (Continued) Verify status of CPSE
a.	 Airlock Airlock CAD Panel Module SLMI MS,PS t pmk 2 Module
Mockup
a	 Hi-Qgality Window Window CAD Panel
e . Film Vault Film Vault CH Panel
a..	 Viewport Vewport Purge
Control
?.G
`++a	 7^Jy
FROM
3.i, 3.25
OPERnTF
SPRCEI.RR
1O
Y 3.7.[} SUBSYSTEMS :i.1;'	
! FROM MODULF.
dy`F+^f j
►
f` 	 •.	 -`
-
M-
3.6.10
PERFORM
- MONITORC&W
SYSTEM
OR
SAFETY
PROCEDURES3 .3,4){P.EF
3,6;1 (REF 3.3. ID)
• MONITOR AND
CONTROL DC
POWER
(REF3.3.1)
3,6.2
MONITOR AND
CONTROL AC
POWER(REF 3.3,2) 3.6.3
MONITOR AND
CONTROL MODULE
ENVIRONMENT(REF 3.3.3)
3.6.4
3.5, A MONITOR AND 34 3.7,
3.25 CONTROL TEMP- 3.8, 3.22ERATURE CONTROL
SU85YSTEM(REF 3.3.4) 3.6.5
j MONITORAND
CONTROL IPS
i	 -	 - (REF 3.3.5)
i 3.6,6
^_MONITOR AND
CONTROL CDMS
(REF 3.3.61
3.6.7
MONITOR AND
CONTROL
ILLUMINATION
3.6.8
PERFORM
--
INTERCOM
-° OPERPTIOP:S
-j £REF 1.f l.7
i
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM -3.6 OPERATE SPACEI AR SUBSYSTEMS FROM MODULP
tAMPS .3.6 Page i
TRAINING	
MISSION	 AMPS	 Function Description: Monitor and control Spacelab subsystems from module
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION' 3.6 Operate Spacelab 	
workstation to maintain or change performance in response to flight require-
W ORKSHEET,bs
	
ments or C&W demands.
S^ _y^Q,m^ from Modul e
TASK
	
EQUIPMENT
	
PERSONNEL, TRAINING
AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMCNTS
	
TASK TIME SKILL/ 	TRNG &NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION	 NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE	 REQUIRED	 —
Operate Spacelab Sub-
systems from Module
MoniOr and Control
AC Power
	 -
Monitor and Control
AC Power
Monitor and Control
Module Environment
Monitor and Control
Temperature Control
Subsystem
Note 1: Primary control of Spacelab
subsystems is accomplished through
the Orbiter DP&S MOM's and S-S CDMS
in the AFD. Control of the subsystems
from within the module is limited to
those elements which can be addressed
through the S-S CDMS and back-up
switches in the SL central control
rack or CPSE control panels.
Ref. 3.3.1 PTT-Module,
CDMS-Sim
and Module
Mock-up
PTT-Module
and
CDMS-Sim
Ref. 3.3.2
Ref. 3.3.3
Ref. 3.3.4
-45-
AMPS 3.G Pdge 2
MISSION
	
AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION	 3 . 6 Operatp 5 i ralah
WORKSHEET subsystems from [Modu le
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO.. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE
TASK
ALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.6.5 Monitor and Control Ref. .3.3.5 PTT-Module,.
IP5 PT Sim
coils,	 IPS
Visual	 Field
3.6.6 Monitor and Control Ref,	 3.3.6 PTT-Module
COM5 and
CDMS Sim
3.6.7 Monitor and Control Ref. 3.3.7 fir emergency illumination Central Control Rack: Module SLMI f-15, PS t pmk 1 blot reg'd
Illumination in module,	 Operate controls to acti-
vate module lighting
3.6.8 Perform Intercom Ref.	 3.3.8 Not req'd
— Operations
3,6.4 Monitor C&W System Ref. 3.3.9 Module
Mock-.up
3.6.10 Perform Safety Ref.	 3.3.10 PTT-Module,
Procedures Module,
^.. Mock-up
-46-
3.7
3.2, 3.5
3.6 PERFORM IN-FLIGHT _^
REF
3 16( 3.14
MAIN TENANCE ON 3.221 3.15
SL EQUIPMENT
3.7.1 ' 3.7.4
PERFORM MAINT- PERFORM MAINT-
kNANCE ON EPDS ENANCE ON EPDS
EQUIPMENT IN EQUIPMENT IN
ORBITER MODULE 3.7.1
3.6 —'r
3.7.2 3.7.5
PERFORM MAINT'- REF (EVA) PERFORM MAINT-ENANCE ON ECS 3.15 ENANCE ON ECS
EQUIPMENT IN EQUIPMENT IN
ORBITER MODULE 3.7.2 3.5
REF (EVA)
3:16, 3.I9
3.7.3 3.7.6 3.22
PERFORM MAIN? PERFORM,MAINT-
ENANCE ON CDMS ENANCE ON CDMS
EQUIPMENT IN EQUIPMENT IN
ORBITER MODULE 3.7.3
3.7.7
PERFORM MAINT-
ENANCE ON CP5E
EQUIPMENT ..
3.7.8
PERFORM MAINT-
ENANCE ON IPS
EQUIPMENT
a	 ..
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL. FLOW DIAGRAM - 3.7 PERFORM IN-FLIGHT MAINTENANCE
ON SPACELAII SUBSYSTEM EQUIPMENT
..47. t
`
a
replace maintenance actions.
Malfunction isolation and correction
by.reconfiguration of components
(redundant/parallel) are considered
as operation actions, Ref. 3.3 or 3.6.
TBD
.^
^ 
r fir.)	 - •^
C,j
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
AMPS 3.7 page I
MISSION
	
AMPS	 Function Description! Activities associated with the servicing or
TRAINING	 repair of Spacelab subsystem equipment.
AKALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.7 Perform In-F1 fight Maintenance on
WORKSHEET
	 Spacelab. Subsystem Equipment
TASK	 EQUIPMENT	 PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	
TASK TIME SKILL/	 TRNG &
NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION	 NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO RECID KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE
	
REQUIRED
flote: Spare parts, components or
assemblies (other than light bulbs,
fuses, etc.) are NOT planned for
supporting any remove, repair,
Perform Maintenance on
Orbiter Mounted EPDS
Equipment
Perform Maintenance on
Orbiter Mounted ECS
Equipment
Perform Maintenance on
Orbiter Mounted CAMS
Equipment
Perform Maintenance on
Module EPOS Equipment
Perform Maintenance on
Module FCS Equipment
Perform Maintenance on
Module CD14S Equipment
_4B-
AMPS 3.7 page 2
TRAILING	
MISSION AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCT1oN 3.7 Perform In- Flight Maintenace on
WORKSHEET	 Spacelab Subsystem Equipment
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- GRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.7.7 Perform Maintenance on TBD
Module. CPSE
3.7.8 Perform Maintenance on TBD
Module IPS Equipment
-49-
i
3.3
3.6
3.21
3.9
3.8
FROM
3.3, 3.6,	 PREPARE
	
3.9
3 .21	 SPACELA B
FOR RETURN
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM - 3.8 PREPARE SPACELAB FOR RETURN
-50-
AMPS 3.8 page 1
MISSION	 AMPS	 Function Description: Activities required to secure Spacelab equipment and
TRAINING	
are 5pacela6	 attain thermal stability prior to deboost and reentry3.8 PreANALYSIS	 FUNCTION	 p
WORKSHEET
	 for Return
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, ('RAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE- REQUIRED
3.8.1 Deactivate IPS Set gimbals to null position and lock SS-CAMS CRT and Module SLMI C,P, T pmk 2 PTT-AFD,
keyboard Central MS { SS-COMS Sim,
Control Rack i PTT IFS
Retract Platform SS-CDMS CRT and or Aft 2 and/or
keyboard Flight peck PTT Mod,
SS-CDMS
Monitor IPS C&O to verify retracted IPS C&O ' 2 Sim,PTT IPS
and locked
Identify malfunction condition
Ref 3.3.5 PmK 4
•	 Gimbal disabled
Coordinate for RMS manual null posi- IPS C&D, Intercom 4
tioning, retract and lock of IPS and
payload.	 If NO GO, jettison payload
a	 Jettison payload
Activate release IPS C&D 4
Coordinate for RM5 operated jettison Intercom SLMI C,P, pmk 2
MS
_51_
3.8.3. .
Manual control
Switch control
panel
Manual lock
TBD
. AND 1
TYPE TASKALLO
C,P,
SLMI
	
I
C, P,
SLMI	 M5
SLMI
	
MS, PS
SLMD
	
C,P,
SLMI MS, PS
I MS,PS
C,P,
I:I,
RAININI
TIME
READ
t
•]VIrry GL^ 111MIIr
7 EQUIPMENT R1
SKILL/
KNOW- GRIT
LEDGE
pmk
	
1
1
4
1
pmk
	
2
l
7
pmk
	
2
pMk
	
2
pMk
	
4
1I.-
=_QUIREMENTS
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
REQUIRED
PTT-airlock
Viewport
Mockup
Film Vault
Mock-up
Module
Mock-up
WIF Mockup
EQUIPMENT
NOMENCLATURE LOCATION
i
Airlock C&D Airlock
Housing
Airlock C&D
Flight Plan
Airlock C&D
Manual control Viewport
(Vault
AMPS 3.8 page 2
MISSION	 AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS
	
FUPaCTION 3.8 Prepare Spacelab
WORKSHEET	 for Return
TASK
TITLE DESCRIPTION
Shut Down CPSE Shut down airlocks)
s Verify pressure
Verify thermal conditioning
Verify experiment hardware mass
within limits for reentry
(100 Kg) if to be left in
airlock
n All switches and light
indicators off
Shut down viewport(s)
o Close and lock thermal cover
a Safety glass pane locked
n Heaters and purge off
Film vault door(s) secured
Unstow and Install Remove restraints from stowed
Reentry Restraints position
Install restraints
-5Z_
EQUIPMENT	 rcnaulvvfr- .' I nnlirikv^AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SG &NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW- GRIT TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE	 REQUIRED
ECS C&D, SS-CWS CRT
and keyboard
k
C&W panel EPD5 CH
SS-CD14S CRT and
keyboard
I
SS-CD14S CRT and
keyboard, C&W panel
1
14odul e
central
control rack
or Aft
Flight Deck
Module
central
control rack
7
2C,P,
14S
.14I
I
C,P,
14S i
PTT Module
sS-CORS Sim
pmY.
^I
i
pmY.
AMPS 3.8 Page 3
MISSION AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.8 Prepare Spacelab
WORKSHEET	 for Return
TASK
DESCRIPTION
dote 1: Primary control of Spacelab
subsystem is operationally performed
at FD and AFD workstations (Ref. 3.1
and 3.3)
t4onitor ECS for thermal stability
under minimum power load
9 Pallet input Freon temp_
a Input temp. interloop HX
w output temp. interloop HX
* Avionix compartment air inlet/
outlet temp. differential
Avionix HX inlet/outlet water
temp.
Conden. HX air temp.
v Conden. HX inlet/outlet water
temp.
Operate EPDS to attain thermal
stability
Monitor and control DC power
and distribution
i 14onitor and control AC power
and distribution
Operate CD145 to attain thermal
stability
v 14onitor and control ECS
components
NO.	 TITLE
3.8.4
	
Operate SL System
from Module for
Thermal Conditioning
AMPS 3.8 page 4
TRAINING	
MISSION AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.8 Prepare SL
WORKSHEET	 for Return
TASK	 EQUIPMENTPERSONNEL, TRAININGA NO TRAINING EQUIPM ENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SKILL/ TRNG &!NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIPLEDGE REQUIRED
SS-CAMS CRT and Module SLMI c,P t pmK 2 PTT Module
keyboard, C&W panel central MS SS-CD14S
control rack Sim.
GNZ-G02 control Fwd end cone SLMi C,P, pmk 2 Module
valves bulkhead h1S hock-up
input lines
NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION
	
3.8.4	 Continued	 s Monitor and control EPOS
components
a Monitor and control CDMS
components
	
3.8,5	 Shut Oown.SL 212, 602 Close manual shutoff valves.
Supply
	
3.8.6	 Monitor C&W System	 Refer to 3.3.9
	
3.8.7	 Perform Safety	 Refer to 3.3.10
Procedures
_y4-
3.9
FROM _ 	 PERFORM
3.8	 FINAL EGRESS
FROM MODULE
TO
3.10, 3.23
3.9.1	 3.9.2
	
3.9.3
3.8 -- *
	
EXIT	 TRAVERSE
	
ENTER
	 3.10, 3.23
MODULE	 TUNNEL
	
ORBITER
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM - 3.9 PERFORM FINAL EGRESS FROM MODULE
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NO.	 TITLE
3.9.,1
	
Exit Module
Traverse Tunnel
Enter Orbiter
AND 
TYPE TASKALLO
SLMI	 C, P,
MS
rtPfAVTVIVCL
RAINING EQUIH
TIME SKILL/
REQD KNOW-LEDGE
t	 pl4k
pmk
, I PS i IV
LENT RI
CRIT
1
2
1
1
3
2
2
INU
:QUIREMENTS
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
REQUIRED
Modul e
Mack-up
WIF. Mock-up
Orbiter
Mockup
AMPS 3.9 page l
MISSION
	
AMPS	 Function Description: Activities required for final transition from the
TRAINING	 Spacelab to the Orbiter mid-deck.
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.9 Perform Final Egress
WORKSHEET
	 from Module
TASK
DESCRIPTION
Release hatch latch
Close and lock hatch
Perform IVA through tunnel
Release hatch latch
Close and lock hatch
Shut-down tunnel ventilation fan
Shut off tunnel ventilation air
supply valve
E GUIPMENT
NOMENCLATURE LOCATION
atch Module
itch Module
Tunnel
Orbiter
Mi d Dec k
itch
itch
,S Panel Aft Flight
Deck
3.10
FROM SHUTDOWN TO
3.9 SPACELAB 3.23
SUBSYSTEMS
FROM ORBITER
3.1001 3.10.2 3.10.3	 3. 10.4
3.9	 A	 OR OPERATE SL SYSTEM
FROM AFT FLIGHT SHUTDOWN SHUTDOWN SHUTDOWN
DECK FOR THERMAL ECS CDMS EPDS
CONDITIONING
3.10.5 3.10.6
MONITOR OR PERFORM
C & W SYSTEM SAFETY
(REF 3.309) PROCEDURES(REF 3.3.10).
E
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM - 3.10 SHUTDOWN SPACELAB SUBSYSTEMS FROM ORBITER
-57-.
3.23
t	 I pmK 1 2C,P,
MS
SLMI
SLMI
OMI
SLUT
AFD
Aft Flight
Deck
PTT-AFD
SS4014S
Sim.
r
PTT-AFD,
PTT-FD,
MD11 and
SS_CDMS
Sim.
Intercom
ECS C&D, SS-CDMS CR1
and keyboard
SS-CDMS CRT and
keyboard, CDMS C&D
panel, Orbiter.
DP&S NDM
EPDS C&D panel
AMPS 3.10 page 1
MISSION	 AMPS	 Function Description: Activities associated with -shutting down the Spacelab
TRAINING	 5	 Subsystems not functionally required during deboost/reentry.ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION . 3. I0 Shutdown p_acelab
WORKSHEET	 Subsystems from Orbiter
No.
3.10.1
3.10,2
3.10,3
3.10.4
3.10.5
3.10.5
EQUIPMENT	 r=nQvinV^L_'inni111i1vAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	
TASK I TINES SKILL/	 I TRNG &NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE I	 REQUIRED
TASK
TITLE	 (DESCRIPTION
Note: Thermal conditioning- opera-
tions may be accomplished at either
the Module central control rack or
Aft Flight Deck stations.
Operate SL System
	
Ref. 3.8.4
from Aft Fl ight Deck
for Thermal	 Verify Orbiter HX coolant return
Conditioning
	
from paylo d within specification
<104°F (40 C)
Shut Down ECS	 Operate controls and monitor displays
to shut down ECS-TCS, ECLS
Shut Down CDMS	 Operate controls and monitor displays
to shut down CDMS
Computers, I/0, Hass Nemory,
CCTV, SL Intercom
Shut Down EPDS	 Operate controls and monitor displays
to shut down EPDS
Monitor C&W . System	 Refer to 3.3.9
Perform Safety
	
Refer to 3.3.10
Procedures	 '	 d
l-gip -58-
3.5)
FROM TO 3.7,REF 3,3 ----0
3.14, 3,22
PERFORM	 11	 3.111OFF DUTY
	 3.15
ACTIVITIES
3 .11.13 3.51 .9
MONITORCBW 0R	 PERFORMSAFETY
SYSTEM{REF 3 .3.41 PROCEDURES(REF 3.3.10)
r
3.11.2
PERFORM FOOD
AND WATER
SERVICE
ACTIVITIES
3.11,3
PERFORM
PERSONAL
HYGIE14E
ACTIVITIESl - f 3.11.4
is PERFORM
SLEEPING
ACTIVITIES
3.15,5
PERFORM
EXERCISE AND
RECREATION
ACTIVITIES
3.11,6
PERFORM
810-MEDICAL
MONITORING
ACTIVITIES
3.11.7
1 PERFORM SL OPERA-
TIONS ANALYSIS
AND PLANNING
ACTIVITIES
a,ll.l
REF^	
REMOVE AND
STOW SEATS
3.3
3.14
3.22
e^
E , 21
3.2, 3.7
3.12, 3.15
	 `-
3.18
SECOND. LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM -3.11 PERFORM OFF-DUTY ACTIVATES
.	 -5q••
TASK
DESCRIPTION
Upon achieving operational orbit
all seats in the mid deck and aft
flight deck are disassembled and
stowed
Remove Food packages from storage
facility
Prepare food packages for consumption
Eat meal
Dispose of food and material waste
Replenish food supply in temporary
storage
Use body cleansing equipment
Use solid waste disposal system
NO.	 TITLE
3.11.1
	
Remove and Stow Seats
3.11.2
	
Perform Food and Water
'Service Activities
Perform Personal .
Hygiene Activities
ARP5 3. 11 page 1
e
MISSION	 AMPS	 Function Description: Covers general habitability and safety activities
TRAINING
	
	 performed in Orbiter which are not part of the nominal SL or experiment
FUNCTION 3 . 11 Perform Off-DutyANALYSIS	 operations.
WORKSHEET	 Activities
^	 1
a: s
G'Y
w
EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING
PERSONNEL,
EQUIPMENT
TRAINING
REQUIREMENTS
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIPNOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
REQD
SKILL/
KNOW CR1T
LEDGE REQUIRED
Orbiter►ssenger seats Aft Flight SLMI PS,MS t pMk l
Deck, Mid MD and FD
Deck block-up and
Actual
)dular storage Mid Deck Equipment
ors required
?mporary modular Rid Deck C,P, pllk
:orage cabinet PS,RS
►]ley Mid Deck
Iste Rgmt Sys Mid Deck
)dular and Mid Deck Y
smporary storage
ibinets
,emoistened hygiene OMI C,P, pmk
)wets, soap and Station Rs,PS
^y towels I ^
Iste Mgmt Sys t
—6o-
MISSION
	
AMPS
TRAINING	 3 11 Perform Off-DutyANALYSIS	 FUNCTION =	
WORKSHEET	 Activities
TASK
DESCRIPTION
Use teeth cleansing equipment
Use liqui d waste disposal system
Use toilet equipment
Use shaving equipment .
Dispose of shaving waste
	3.71.:4	 Perform Sleeping 	 Remove sleeping bag from storage
Activities
Attach sleeping bag to structural
connects
Enter and close sleeping bag
Exit sleeping bag
Stow sleeping bag
	3.11.5	 Perform Exercise and	 T[10
Recreation Activities
TITLE
Continued
AMPS 3.11 page 2
EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIPNOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- CRIT
LEDGE REQUIRED
Orbiter}table H2O supply, Hygiene 014I C, P, t pmk 1
►oth brush and Station 14S,PS Mock-up and
iste ActualI
Equipment
iste Mgmt Sys as Required
Iste Mgmt Sys I
laver
^r
lste Mgmt air
itrainment or
flid waste
isposal
)dular storage Mid Deck OMI C,P, pnik 1
MS,PS
leep station
I
idular storage
-61-
Perform Biomedics
Monitoring Activ'
Perform SL Operas
Analysis and P7ar
Activities
Monitor C&W Systs
Perform Safety
Procedures
TITLE
EQUIPMENT
NOMENCLATURE I LOCATION
TBD
TV monitor, audio Mid Deck
tape recorder play-
hack, FDF, photos
FDF
FDF
rr-r
'RAININ,
TIME
REQD
i
QUIVIVCL
3 EQUIPI
SKILL/
KNOW-
LEDGE
pmK
it
I r5H14V I IVU
RENT REQUIREMENTS
TRNG &
CRIT TRNG EQUIP
REQUIRED
Actual
Equipment
as Required
2
AND 
TYPE TASKALLO
C,P,
MS , PS
I'I5 , P5
AMPS 3.11 page 3
TRAINING	
MISSION
	
AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.11 Perform Off-Duty
WORKSHEET
	 Activities
TASK
DESCRIPTION
Impl.ace/don/use biomed sensor kit
equipment
Replace biamed sensor equipment
Review experiment operations.data,
POC data and flight plan
Modify flight data file as required
Replan experiment schedule as
required
Refer to 3.3.4
Refer to 3.3.10
1
_(,2
AMPS 3.12, Page 1
PIPS
MISSION
	
Function Description:	 After ascent, inspect experiment equipment damage and remove
TRAINING1 and stow launch'restraints. 	 During on-orbit operations at Orbiter work station,3.12 Verify ExpelFUNCTION	 meat
Status from Orbiter	 compare experiment conditions/parameter values for conformance with requirements
. _ WORKSHEET for the current phase of the flight.
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
N0. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE
TASK
ALLO
TIME
REOD
SKILL/
KNOW CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
— -.	 3.12.1 Perform visual inspec- Inspect experiment equipment located CCTV Video monitor AFD SLMI MS,PS t P,m,K 3 Module
tion of experiment in module and op pallet for damage Mockup
equipment which may have-occurred during launch.
3.12.2 Remove and stow Refer to MSFC task nalysis
experiment equipment
launch restraints
3.12.3 Brief relief operator Shift change activity Refer to MSFC task nalysis
on experiment status
3.12.4 Verify.status of Compare status/usage of experiment CDMS C&D, CRT and AFD SLMI t p,m,K 2 PTT-AFD
experiment CDMS related equipments/components that Keyboard, Flight PT Sim CDMS
are parts of CDMS against planned Data File
operations.
#	 Computers ) C,P,
a	 I/O )r M5a	 RAU
a	 Recorders in use and amount of
tape remaining
s	 CCTV, Video monitor MS,PS
•	 Applications program loaded and
operating
3.12.5 Verify experiment Display experiment data for evaluation CDMS C&D, CRT and AFD SLMI PS t p,m,K 3 PTT-AFD
status via experiment against experiment objectives. Keyboard Exp Sim
CDMS Flight Data File CDMS
3.12.6 Verify status of CPSE Check condition of:
0	 Viewport for visual clarity Viewport AFD SLID MS, ps t p,m,k 2 Mock-up,
(no condensation or fogging) AFD
-64-
AMPS 3.12, Page 2
MISSION AMPSTRAINING
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION	 fy3.12 Veri Experiment
WORKSHEET	 Status from Orbiter
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- GRIT TRNG &TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.12.7 Verify experiment This task is performed if the neces- Refer to b1SFC experiment task a alysis
status via experiment sary experiment equipment and/or
equipment controls are located in Arbiter
3.12.8 Verify experiment Communicate with POCC Communication AF9 SLMI MS,PS T p,m,K 3 AFD Mockup
status via communi- Reference MSFC experiment tasks Console
cation links analysis for verification of-
e	 Experiment checkout OK
m	 Experiment calibration OK
r	 Experiment flight plan Refer to MSFC experiment task analysis
coverage
r	 Experiment procedure for
next run/cycle
3.12.9. Perform realtime Reprogram experiment/flight plan Flight replanning AFD SLMD MS,PS T p,m,K 3 Actual Equip-
replanning procedures (refer to task 3.12.8) aids ment as
required and
Coordinate planned changes with POCC Communication AFD SLMI biS,PS T p,m,K 3 AFD Mockup
Console
Enter replanned procedures in Flight Flight Data File AFD SLMD biS,PS T p,m,Y. 3
Data File
-6s-
J^
r 4r
f.
3,12
3.12
	 ACTIVATE
EXPERIMENT
	
.8
FROM, ORBITER
3.13.9	 3.13.16
	MONITOR C&W	 OR	 PERFORM SAFETY
SYSTEM	 PROCEDURES
	
IREFERTO3.3.9)	 (REFER TO 3.3,10)
	
3.13.1	 3.13.2	 1	 3.13,3
	 3,13,4
	 3.13.E
	
ACTIVATE	 LOAD EXPERIMENT	
1111	
aR	
yIFYOABITER/
	ACTIVATE	 ' PERFORM £XP::RINEI^--CQERIlIENT	 S^ p COMpIRlOTERRAM
	 SVEXPERWENT
	 EXPERIfdEh ' T VIA.	 CtiECr.OUt VIA
DATA INTERFACE
	 EXPERIMENT COMS	 EXPERIMENT C MS4
ACTIVATE PERFORM EXPOWD
EXPERIMENTVIA CIIECVOUTVIA
EXPERIMEN T EXPERIMENT
:OUiP1AEldE EO[IIP1,tTT
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW - 3.13 ACTIVATE EXPERIMENT FR014 OREITER
-66-
3.12
3,14
C44 ORA%	 318
LXPERIMfT1T
}
i
	.
AMPS 3.13 Page T
MISSION	 AMPS	 Function Description: Activities at Orbiter Workstation associated with equipment operations
TRAINING	 required to perform experiments configured for CMIS control.
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.13 Activate Experiment	 Activities include initial equipment set-up/orientation, application
WORKSHEET	 from Orbiter	 of power, equipment checkout and calibration.
TASK	 EQUIPMENT	 PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	
TASK TIME SKILL/	 THNG &
NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION	 NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO REQD KNOW- CHIT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE	 REQUIRED
C,P,
3.13.1
	 Activate experiment .	Activate CRT and Keyboard	 S/S CDMS	 RFD	 SLIII 145
	
t	 p,m,k
	 2	 PTT-AFD
COMS
Enter commands to power up experiment S/S CDMS CRT and
	 AFD
	
SLMI C,P,	 t	 p,m,k
	
2	 PT Sim CDMS
CDMS components required to start
	
Keyboard	 145
experiment computer operation (Refer
to Function 3.1).
3.13.2 Load experiment soft- Enter commands to configure COMS
	 CRT and Keyboard	 AFD	 SLMI C + P ,	 T	 p,m,K
	 3
ware program into	 equipment to-enable transfer of 	 MS
computer
(Refer to Function 3.3)
-67-
experiment software program from
'"
 mass
memory into experiment computer. (It
is assumed that the capacity of the
computer memory is inadequate to store
all of the software programs required
to control all of the experiments
scheduled for a flight. Therefore a
capability to load different software
programs according to experiment
schedules is required.)
Note: The software program to control
the first scheduled experiment
will probably be loaded prior
to launch.
EQUIPMENT
NOMENCLATURE
	
LOCATION
Communication	 AFD
console
Experiment CDMS
Flight Data File
CDMS CRT and	 AFD
Keyboard
CDMS CRT and	 AFD
'Keyboard
AND l
TYPE TASKALLO
RAININ(
TIME
REQD
3 EQUIPII
SKI LL/
KNOW-
LEDGE
PENT RI
CRIT
--QUIREMENTS
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
REQUIRED
PTT-AFD,
SLMI .IS,PS
	
T
	
p,m,K
	
3
	 PT Sim CDMS
SLMI AS,PS
SLMD 4S,PS
SLMI FIS,PS
	
L
	
p,m,k
	
2
	
PTT-AFD,
Exp Sim
CDMS
SLI-1I 14S,PS
	
t
	
p,m,K
	
2
AMPS 3.13 Page 2
MISSION	 AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 
3.13 Activate Experiment
WORKSHEET	 from Orbiter
NO.	 TITLE
3.13.3 Verify Orbiter/SL/
experiment data
interface
3.13.4 Activate experiment via
experiment CDMS
3.13.5 Perform experiment
checkout via experiment
CDMS
3,13.6 Calibrate experiment
3.13.7 Activate experiment via
experiment equipment
3.73.8 Perform experiment
r _
	
	
checkout via experiment
equipment
TASK
DESCRIPTION
Verify that controls are configured to:
a Record experiment data
a Display experiment data
Downlink experiment data
Enter command to initiate computer
control of experiment
Configure controls to check out the
experiment using software program
Tasks can be performed from
Orbiter if the necessary
experiment equipment and/or
controls are located in Orbiter
Refer to MSFC a periment tas anal is
-68-
3.12
3.13
3.14 3.12
3.13 CONDUCT 3.19EXPERIMENT 3.20OPERATIONS
FROM ORBITER
3.14.9 3.14.10
MONITOR CB IN OR PERFORM SAFETY
(REFER TO 3 .3.9) PROCEDURES(REFER TO 3.3.10)
3.14.1
MONITOR AND
CONTROL EXPERIMENT
EQUIPMENT VIA CDMS
3.14.2
PERFORM EXPERIMENT
DATA COMPUTATION
VIA EXPERIMENT
CDMS
3.14.3
3.12
3.18
3.19
3.203.14.4
MONITOR AND
CONTROL EXPERIMENT
VIA EXPERIMENT C&D
3.14.5
MONITOR AND
CONTROL EXPERIMENT
DATA RECORDING
MONITOR AND
CONTROL EXPERIMENT
RECORDING AND
COMMUNICATIONS
3.14.6
PERFORM EXPERIMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
OPERATIONS
3.14.7
PROVIDE ORBITER/51-
SUBSYSTEMS
EXPERIMENT
OPERATIONS SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS
3.14.8
USE FLIGHT
DATA FILE
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM - 3.14 CONDUCT EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS FROM ORBITER.
-b9-
I
^	 f
AMPS 3.14, Page i
MISSION	 AMPS	 Function Description. Includes activities at Orbiter workstation required to perform
TRAINING.	 experiments fallowing initial activation of experiment-related equipments.
ANALYSIS.	 FUNCTION 3.14 Conduct Fx ap rimant
WORKSHEE=T	 Operations from Orbiter
TASK
DESCRIPTION
Deploy/calibrate/point/retract IPS
(Refer to function 3.3).
Deploy/retract booms, antennas,
satellites, target balloons as
required by flight plan.
Monitor response of deployed equip-
ment to commands
Observe position of deployed equip-
ment relative to STS and relative
to each other.
Monitor displays and operate controls
to change experiment equipment mode
of operation.
Optical systems
s Cameras
a Wavelength equipment
a Satellites
Input experiment data to experiment
computer for processing by computa-
tional software program.
EQUIPMENT
NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE
SS-CDMS CRT and AFD SLMI
Keyboard
CDMS CRT and AFD SLMI
Keyboard SLMD
Flight Data File SLMI
CCTV and Video
Monitor
Experiment CDMS FD SLMI
CRT and Keyboard
rCnJu1V111G1-
RAINING EQUIPA
TIME SKILIJ
REO.D KNOW-LEDGEI
T	 P,m,K
T	 p,m,K
T	 P,m,K
T	 P,m,K
T	 p,m,K
T	 r,m,K
I1mu
QUIREMENTS
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
REQUIRED
Refer to
function 3.3
P.T. simu-
lator (Exp
CDMS)
PT simulator
(Exp CDMS)
NO.	 TITLE
3..14.1
	
Monitor and control
experiment equipment
via COMS
3.14.2
	
Perform experiment
data computation via
experiment CDMS
AND T
TASK
ALLO
IG,P,
MS,
PS
MS 'PS
MS,PS
i nt-Mv
IENT RI
CHIT
4
3
3
3
3
2
-70-
TASK
NO.	 TITLE
Monitor and control
experiment recording
and communications
DESCRIPTION
Monitor and control use of tape
recorders to meet flight plan objec-
tives. Monitor performance of
communications systems. Operate
controls to enable communications:
e Within the Orbiter
a Between Orbiter and POCC
Tasks can be performed if controls
are located at Orbiter work station
Tasks can be performed if controls
are located at Orbiter work station
Operate user-provided communication
equipment (Task can be performed if
controls are located at Orbiter work
station)
3.14.8	 lUse Flight Data File
Monitor and control
experiment via
experiment C&b
Monitor and control
experiment data
recording
Perform experiment
communications
operations
Provide Orbiter/5L
subsystems experiment
operations support
requirements
3.14.4
3.14.5
3.74.8
3.14.7
AMPS 3.14, Page 2
NA	 MISSION AMPSAYSI  NALY5 S	 FUNCTION 3.14 Conduct Experiment
WORKSHEET	 Operations from arbiter
EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING
PERSONNEL,
EQUIPMENT
TRAINING
REQUIREMENTS
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIPNOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
REQD
SKILL/
KNOW- CHIT
LEDGE REQUIRED
PTT-AFD,Recorder and AFD SLMI C,P, t p,m,k 2
Communication MS, Recorder
Control Panel PS and Comm
Panel
.Mockup
Refer to MSFC experiment task an lysis
Refer to MSFC experiment task an lysis
Refer to MSFC experi ent task an lysis
Refer to MSFC experiment task an lysis
Refer to MSFC experiment task ane lysis
-71-
A14PS 3.15 page l
MISSION	 AMPS	 Function Description:	 Activities related to personnel movement from Orbiter
TRAINING
FUNCTION 3.15 Perfa_rm Fal1ow-On	 to module after initial ingress. 	 Assumes as SOP, the hatches remain openANALYSIS throughout on-orbit operations.
WORKSHEET Ingress of Module
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE
TASK
ALLO
TIME
REQq
SKILL!
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
Reference 3.22 IVA in reverse order from 3.22
!3
FROM	 3.16
3.19, 3.17	 TO3.18. 3.14 —1 	 VERIFY EXPERI—	
3.20, 3,24	 MENT STATUS
FROM THE
MODULE
{
I
3.16.1
I
PERFORM VISUAL	 3.24
INSPECTION OF
EXPERIMENT EQUIF-
MENT ON PALLET
3.15-1, A
3.16.2	 3.16.3
PERFORM VISUAL
INSPECTION OF	 OR LROVE AND
EXPERIMENT EQUIP—	 WLAUN
MENT M MODULERAINTS
3.16.4
3.15 —;I.	 3.17
OPERATOR ON 
	 3
EXPERIMENT
STATUS
3.16.5	 3.16.6
OR	 VERIFY STATUS	 —1• VERIFY EXPERI—
OF EXPERIMENT	 MENT STATUS VIA
CDMS	 EXPERIMENT CDMS 3
3.16.7	 a. 6.a	 3.16.10
	3.17, 3.113	 OR	 VERIFY EXPERIMENT 	 OR	 PERFORM.	 —^ 3.17
	
3.19, 3.24	 VERIFY STATUS	 STATUS VIA	 3.24OFCPSE	 EXPERIMENT	 RE
EQUIPMENT	 REP
PL
LAN
N
N
N
ING
3,16.9	
.^
VERIFY EXPERT-
MENT STATUS VIA
COMMUNICATIONS
LINKS	 1
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAMs6 VERIFY EXPERIMENT STATUS FROM MO DULI~
-73-
Qu
I
r
F
CCTV
Video monitor
CDMS CRT and
Keyboard
-74-
i
Module	 SLMI MS,PS	 t	 Pmk	 2	 PTT-Module,
Exp Sim
SLMI CDMS
TRAINING	
..MISSION	 AMPS
ANALYSIS
	
FUNCTION 3. 1 6 VerjfyExperiment
WORKSHEET
	
Status from Module
TASK
NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION
3.16.1 Perform visual inspec- Inspect experiment equipment located
Lion of experiment	 on pallet for damage which may have
equipment . on pallet	 occurred during launch
3.16.2 Perform visual inspec- Inspect experiment equipment located
tion of experiment	 in module for damage which may have
equipment in module	 occurred during launch
3.16.3 Remove and stow	 Remove launch restraints from experi-
launch restraints	 ment equipment and stow
3.16.4 Brief relief operator Shift change
on experiment status
3.16.5 Verify status of	 Compare status/usage of experiment
experiment CDMS 	 related:. equipments/components that
are part of CDMS against planned
flight operations
a Computer .
r I/O
r RAU
• Application program loaded
and operating
3.16.6 Verify experiment	 Perform visual status check of:
status via experiment	 booms, satellite, antennas, target
Coh)S	 balloons
AMPS 3.16, Page 1
Function Description: After ascent, inspect experiment equipment for damage
and remove and stow launch restraints. During on-orbit operations, compare
.experiment conditions/parameter values at module workstation for conformance
with requirements for the current phaEe of the flight.
EQUIPMENT
	
PERSONNEL, TRAINING
AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SKILLI	 TRNG &NOMENCLATURE
	
LOCATION TYPE	 KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIPALLQ READ LEDGE
	 REQUIRED
CCTV, Video Monitor nodule
	 SLMI MS,PS	 T	 PmK
	 3	 Module
Mockup
Viewport	 Aft end	 SLMD	 Viewport
cone	 I-lockup
Refer to MSFC experi ent task an lysis
Refer to MSFC experiment task an lysis
Refer to MSFC experinent task anlysis
CDMS CRT and	 Module	 SLMI	 MS,PS	 t	 p,m,K 2	 PTT-Module,
Keyboard
	
I PT SimCM!-
Flight Data Fide	 Module	 JSLMD 	 MS,PS	 t	 p,m,Y,l 2
AMPS 3.16, Page 2
TRAINING	 MISSION	
AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3-16 VQrifx Experiment
WORKSHEET	 Statim from Module
TASK	 EQUIPMENTPERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO.
3.16.6
3.16.7
3.16.8
3.16.9
TITLE DESCRIPTION
(Continued) Display experiment data for evaluation
against experiment objectives
Verify Status of CPSF Check condition of:
v	 Viewport for visual .clarity
(no condeusation or fogging)
i	 Film vaults
r	 Airlocks, pressure, tempera-
tune, inner/outer hatch
position, illumination
Verify experiment
status via experiment
equipment
Verify experiment Communicate with POC
status via cormnunica-
tion links Reference experiment task analysis
for verification of:
•	 Experiment checkout OK
n 	 Experiment calibration OK
Experiment flight plan coverage
Experiment procedure for next
i
run/cycle
NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW. CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
Fl i ght-Data File Module SLMD MS,PS T pmK 3
Viewport . Top of SLMD MS, PS t pmk 2 Viewport
module, aft Mockup
end core
Film Vault Module SLMD MS,PS t pmk 2 Film VaultMockup
Airlock actuator Top airlock SLMD MS,PS t pmk 2 Airlock
and control panel on module Mockup
Aft airlock
in module
Refer to MSFC experiment task analysis
Communication Module 1-MI 1S,P5 T pmK 2 PTT Module
Console
Refer to MSFC experiment tas analysis
-75-
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AMPS 3, 16, Page 3
MISSION
	
AMPS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION X3_16 Verify Ex Priuot
WORKSHE=ET Status From Module
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
N0. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE
TASK
ALLO
TIME
AI QD
SKILL/
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.16.10 ftrform real time Reprogram experiment/flight plan Flight replanning Module 3LMD S, PS T pmK 3 Actual Equip-
replanning. procedures (refer to 3.16.9) aids ment as
" . required,
Coordinate planned changes with POC Communication Module LMI 15,P5 T pniK 3 Module
Console Mockup
- Enter replanned procedures in Flight FDF Module 3LMD MS,PS T pmK 3
Data File
3J^1
3.17
3.16 CONDUCT	 3.15, 3.16
3.24 EXPERIMENT	 3.19, 3.20OPERATIONS
FROM MODULE
3.17.4 3.1 7.10
MONITOR OR	 PERFORMSAFETY
r.
C&W
(REF 3,3.95 {R O 3.3 10)
3.17.1
3.14 ^b a OR 33 .2^ OPERATE 3 
A9
.19
AIRLOCK 3.20
3.17.2
MONITOR ANDCONTROL
EXPERIMENT
EQUIPMENTVIA }
EXPERIMENT CDMS
3.17.3
PERFORM
EXPERIMENT DATA
COMPUTATION
VIA EXPERIMENT
CDMS
3.17.4.
MONITOR AND
aCONTROL
EXPERIMENT
RECORDING AND
COMMUNICATIONS ]
3.17.5
i
rl
MONITORAND
CONTROL
EXPERIMENT VIA
EXPERIMENT C&D
q^
.3.17.6 {
MONITOR AND
CONTROL
EXPERIMENT
DATA RECORDING
—
3.17.7
PROVIDE ORBITER/
SL SYSTEM
EXPERIMENT
OPERATIONS SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS:
_..
3.17.6
PERFORM
EXPERIMENT
COMMUNICATIONS
OPERATIONS
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM -
3.17 CONDUCT EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS FROM MODULE
°77-
No.	 TITLE
3.17.1	 Operate Airlock
(
Monitor and Control
experiment equipment
via experiment CDMS
3.17.2
EQUIPMENT i nmiammuAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SKILL/ TRNG &NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE ALLO REQD KNOW CRIT TRNG EQUIPLEDGE REQUIRED
Airlock C&D Module SLMD MS,PS t pMK 3 PTT-Module
PTT-Airlock
C&W Panel Module SLMI MS,PS t pmk 2
SS COMS CRT Module SLMI C,P, T PmK 4 Refer to
and keyboard function 3.3
CAMS CRT and key- SLMI MS,PS T pmK 3 PT Simulator
board
CCTV and video
f monitor
Flight Data File
CAMS CRT and
Keyboard
CCTV and video
monitor
Flight Data File
(Fxp CDMS)
LMD MS, PS
Ms,PS
LM1 MS,PS	 T	 pMK	 3	 PT Simulator
(Exp. CDMS)
AMPS 3.17, Page I
MISSION
	
AMPS	 Function Description: Includes activities in module required to perform
TRAINING	
3.17 Conduct Ex eriment
	
experiments following initial activation of experiment-related equipments.
ANALYSIS	 FUNGTiON	 P
WORKSHEET	 Operations from Module
TASK
DESCRIPTION
Perform procedures required to mount
experiment on table in airlock,
expose experiment to space environ-
ment and remove experiment from
airlock.
Deploy/calibrate/point retract IPS
(Refer to 3.3)
Deploy/retract booms, antennas,
satellites, target balloons as
required by flight plan
Monitor response of deployed equip-
ment to commands
Observe position of deployed equip-
ment relative to STS and relative to
each other
Monitor displays and operate controls
to change experiment equipment mode
of operation:
n Optical systems
L. Cameras
a Wavelength equipment
o Satellites
-78-
AMPS 3.17, *ale 2
TRAINING	
MISSION AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.17 Conduct Experimg t
WORKSHEET I	 Operations from Module
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT. REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.17.3 Perform experiment data Input experiment data to computer for Experiment CDMS Module SLMI MS,PS T pmK 2 PT Simulator
computation via experi- processing by computational software CRT and Keyboard (Exp CAMS)
ment CDMS program
3.27.4 Monitor and Control Monitor and Control use of tape Recorder and Module SLHI MS,PS t pmk 2 Recorder and
experiment recording recorder to meet flight plan Communication Can- Communication
and communications objectives trol and Monitoring Panel mockup
Panel
Monitor performance of communications.
Operate controls to enable
communications:
o	 Within module
o	 Between module and Orbiter
o	 Between module and POC
3.17.5 Monitor and Control ---	 Refer to MSFC exper ment task analysis -- -- -- -- -- - --
experiment via experi-
ment CH
3.17.6 Monitor and Control. Monitor and control recording of Refer to MSFC experiment task ana ysis -- -- -- - -
experiment data experiment data on equipment provided
recording by user
3.17.7 Provide Orbiter/SL ---	 Refer to MSFC exper ment task analysis - -- -- -- -- - -
System experiment
operations support
requirements
-79-
ARPS 3 17, Pdga 3
TRAINING	 MISSION AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.17 Conduct Experiment
WORKSHEET
	 Operations from Module
TASK	 EQUIPMENT	 PERSONNEL, TRAINING
NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION
3.17.8 Perform experiment	 Operate user provided communication
	
communications	 equipment
operations
3.17.8 Monitor C&W System	 Refer to 3.3.9
3.17.10 Perform Safety
	
Refer to 3.3.10
Procedures
AND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	
TASK TIME SKILL!	 TRNG &
	
NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW	 GRIT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE	 REQUIRED
Fer to MSFC experflent task analysis
Are, - 3.18 page I
MISSION	 A11PS	 Function Description: Activities related to the servicing .nd
TRAINING	 repair of experiment equipment.
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3.18 Perform In-vFligh t Mainte-
WORK SHEET	 nance_ on -Experiment_Equi pment
TASK	 EQUIPMENT	 PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	
TASK TIME SKILL/	 TRNG &NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION	 NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE
	
REQUIRED
Idaintenance tasks TOD	 Refer to NSFG Task Analysis
i-t
3.19
3.7,	 3.16,
3:18,- ^-^	 3.20,D EACTf VATI;3'17	 EXPERIMENT	 3'22
	
3.19.1
	 3.19.2	 3.19.3	 3,19.6
OR	 REPOSITION	 DEACTIVATE	 MONITOR AND	
DEACTIVATE
- -	 5f38SATELLITE	 SUBSATELLITE	 CONTROL	
DEDICATED
]l
3.7
	 EQUIPMENT	 SUB-SATELLITE	 EXPERIMENT
3.17.
	 A EQUIPMENT
3.18
	
3.19.4	 3.19.5	 3.19.7
	RETRACT	 DEACTIVATE . 	 DEACTIVATE	 3.203. 1616
	DIPOLE	 TRANSMITTER/	 EXPERIMENT	 3.22
ANTENNA	 COUPLER	 EQUIPMENTSYSTEM	 VIA CDMS
3.19.8
VERIFY EXPERI-
MENT DATA
MANAGEMENT
COMPLETE
	
3.19.9	 3.19.10
	MONITOR	 ORPERFORM
C & W SYSTEM	 FSAFETY
	
(REF 3.3.9)	 PROCEDURES(REF 3.3. 10)
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM - 3.19 DEACTIVATE EXPERIMENT
-BZ-
AMPS 3.14
Page 1
MISSION AMPS Function Description:	 Includes activities required to deactivate an
TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION Ileactivaty-_3.19 experiment upon completion of a cycle of operation or deactivationof equipment prior to unscheduled maintenance activity
WORKSHEET Experiment
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SKILL/ TRNG &NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE ALLO REQD KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.19.1 Reposition Position subsatellite to a location/ Refer to MSFC experiment task analysis
Subsatellite orientation required for use in an
upcomir,rd experiment
3,19.2. Deactivate Deactivate anboard subsatellite Refer to MSFC experiment task an lysis I
subsatellite
equipment
!Monitor and Control
subsatellite
Retract dipole
antenna
Deactivate
transmitter/coupler
system
Deactivate dedicated
experiment equipment
equipment/instrumentation. (House-
keeping instrumentation/data remains
activated)
Configure subsatellite C&D's and
experiment computer for automatic
takeover of subsatellite control/
monitoring
Monitor retraction
Deactivate equipment not required for
use in upcoming experiment
3.19.3
3,19.4
3.19.5
3.19.6
PTT Module,
CDMS CRT and	 Module
	
SLM1 MS,PS	 t	 p,m,k	 2	 Exp Sire,
Keyboard
	
Culls
Refer to MSFC experiment task an lysis
CCTV	 Module
	
SLMI MS,PS	 t	 P,m,K	 2	 PTT Module
Refer to MSFC experinent task ana ysis
Refer to MSFC experi ent task an llysis
-83-
AMPS 3.19
Page 2
MISSION	 AMRS
TRAINING
ANALYSIS FUNCTION	 3 19 neactivata
WORKSHEET Experiment
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. -TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL/
KNOW- GRIT
I TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.19.7 Deactivate experiment Retract bo:.ns, deflate target bal- CCTV Module SLM1 MS,PS T P,m,k 3 PTT-Module,
equipment via CDMS loons Exp Sim
Reactivate SL recorders CDMS CRT and module SLMI MS,PS t p,m,k 2 CDMS
Keyboard
Deactivate RPS.	 Return gimbal T p,m,k 3
system to Flull, initiate locks to
secure system
3.19.8 Verify experiment data Refer to MSFC experiment task an lysis
management complete
-84-
3,20
3.16
3.19 --b
	 SHUTDOWN
	 3.22
EXPERIMENT
	
3.8
	
3.20.7	 I	 3,20.8
MONITOR	 OR	 PERFORM
C & W SYSTEM
	
SAFETY
(REF 3.3.9)	 PROCEDURES(REF 3.3,10)
	
3.20.1
	 3.20.3
RETRACT DE-	 RETURN
PLOYED UNITS	 SUBSATELLITE
VIA CDMS	 TO PALLET
3.20.2
RETRACT DE-
PLOYED UNITS
VIA EXPERIMENT
EQUIPMENT
3.20.4
RETRIEVE AND
STOW FILM
MAGAZIN ES
3.20.5	 3.20.6
RESTRAIN OR
	VERIFY EXPERIMENT	 3,8
EXPERIMENT	 SYSTEMS SECURED 11+3,22
EQUIPMENT FOR
	 AND READY FOR
EARTH RETURN	 EARTH RETURN
3.16
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM - 3,20 SHUTDOWN EXPERIMENT
-85-
Refer to MSFC experiment task an lysis
Refer to MSFC experiment task anilysis
RMS	 Aft flight SLMI
CCTV	
deck
	 SLMI
Viewport	 SLMD
Refer to MSFC experiment task an lysis
Refer to MSFC experi ent task an lysis
P, MS	 T	 T;i`I,K 4	 JPTT AFO
Orbiter Cargo
Bay Mockup
AFD W/RMS
€	 Mockup
oak
r.
AMPS 3.20
Page l
MISSION AMPS Function. Description:	 Activities related to removing power from
TRAiN1N G
ANALYSIS FUNCTION _ 20 Shutdown
experiment equipment, retrieving deployed units and securing
equipment for deboost/reentry
WORKSHEET Fx pwrlMpnt
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
TASK TIME SKILL/ TRNG &NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW- CRIT TRNG EQUIPLEDGE REQUIRED
3.20.1 Retract deployed 0eflate target balloons on boom COMS CRT & Keyboard Module SLMD MS,PS T P,m,k 3 PTT Module,
units via COMS Retract 5011 boom CCTV SLMI MS,PS
Exp Sim
CnM5
Retract 300I boom
Retract RPS, initiate locks to
t	 1	 t	 t'
3.20.2
3.20:.3
3.20.4
3.20.5
secure sys em, rep ace pro ec ive
covers
Retract deployed units Retract LIDAR, initiate locks to
via experiment	 secure system, replace protective
equipment	 covers
Return subsatellite	 Position subsatellite over cargo
to pallet	 bay opening
Capture subsatellite with RMS and
restore to pallet
Secure for earth return
Retrieve and stow
'film magazines
Restrain experiment
equipment for earth
return
-86-
AMPS 3.20
Pdge 2
TRAINING	
MISSION
	
AMPS
ANALYSIS	 FUNCTION 3 90 Shubdpu n
WORK SHEET	 Experiment
TASK	 EQUIPMENT	 PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
	
TASK TIME SKILL/	 TRNG &NO.	 TITLE	 DESCRIPTION	 NOMENCLATURE	 LOCATION TYPE ALLO READ KNOW` CRIT TRNG EQUIP
	
LEDGE
	
REQUIRED
3.20.6
	 Verify experiment
	 Perform final checklist of experi-
	
Refer to MSFC experiment task anf1ysis
systems secured and	 ment equipment status for earth
ready for earth return return.
..	
. Power off
a Films/tape storage
s "Loose" items secured
Thermal conditioning
a Data management
3.2
3.11
AMPS 3.22 page 1
MISSION AMPS Function Description:	 Activities related to personnel movement from
TRAINING
ANALYSIS
A
FUNCTION _ 3.22 Egress Module module to Orbiter,	 Assumes, as SOP, hatches remain open throughout on-
orbit operations.
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMEN"T"S
NO.	 TITLE DESCRIPTION
TASK	 TIME I SKILLI	 TRNG &
ALLO	 AEQD	 KNOW-	 CRIT	 TRNG EQUIPNOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE LEDGE	 REQUIRED
3.22.1 Exit Module IVA Bane C' P, t pMk 2 Module Mockup
MS,PS WIF Mockup
Orbiter
.3.22.2 Traverse Tunnel IVA Norte Mockup
3.22.3 Enter Orbiter IVA None
T
_89_
3.23
MISSION	 AMPS
TRAINING
-23 Perform personal ActivitiesANALY:
YZIS
IS	 FUNCTION
WORKSHEET
	
for De oost eentry
AMPS 3.23
Page 1
Function Description, Includes donning biomed sensors and
pressure garment assembly and activities related to occupying
seats in preparation for deboost/reentry.
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGFIND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL;
KNOW- CR1T
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.23.1 : Remove seats from Remove passenger seats for mid deck Passenger seats Aft flight SLMI MS,PS t pMk I Orbiter
stowage and aft flight deck from stowage deck, mid Hockup,
flight deck actual
equipment
3.23.2 Install teats for Assemble seats, install seats and Passenger seats, Aft flight SLMI MS,PS t p,M,k 1 as required
reentry installrestraints required for seat restraints deck, mid and WIF
reentry flight deck Mockup
3.23.3 Attach biomed sensors Implace:, don, use biomed sensor kit TBD C,P,
for reentry equipment required during . reentry Ms,Ps
3.23.4 Don PGA Don PGA and perform checkout of Pressure garment Aft flight SLMI C,P, t p,I4,k 2
pressure suit assembly deck and MS ,PS
mid deck
3.23.5 Occupy seats for Enter seats, perform final chi:ckdut PGA Aft flight SLI41 C,P, t pj%% 2
reentry of biomed sensors and PGA hook-up, Biomed sensors deck and MS,PS
attach restraints Seat restraints mid deck
-9I-
dcn
3.15 --ld
------	 --- 	^ 3.16
EXPERIMEt
	
3,17
EXPFAIMET'T
	
3,13
PERFORM FXFERI-
MENTCHECltOUT
VIl, EXPL3IMEI`11
Coos
3.?4
3 16
3,16 --P
	
ACTIVATE
	
3,17
EXPERIMENT
	
3.13
FROM MODULE
3,24.1	 3.24,2	 3.24,3	 3.24,4
ACTIVATE	 LOAD EXPERIMENS
	 OR	 VERIFY OR3ITER/
NT	
ACTNAIE
SOFTWARE PRO-	 EXPERIMENTEXPERIMENT	 GRAM INTO	 -	 SL/EXPUIIME	 VIA EXPERIMENTDATA INTERFACE	 CDMSCDhiS	 C MFU R 
3.24.9
MONITOR
C &W SYSTEM
(REF3.3.9)
ACTIVATE
EXPERIlAtNT
VIA EXPERIMENT
EQUIPMENT
PERFORM
SAFETY
FROCTDURES[REF 3 3.10)
3,74. 8
PERFOW EXFERI-
MENJ CHECKOUT
VU EXPERIMENT
FOUIPMEI'T
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM - 3.74 ACTIVATE EXPERIMEN T FROM 41L, 1,I RE
-ez-
AMPS 3.24, Page 1
AMPS	
Function Description:
	 Activities in module associated with equipmentS
TRAINING
MISSION	 required to perform each set of experiments.
	 Activities
ANALYSIS FUNCTION	 3-24 Activate Experiment 	 include initial equipment set-up/orientation, application of power,
WORKSHEET from Module
	
equipment checkout and calibration.
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE TASKALLO
TIME
READ
SKILL!
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.24.1 Activate Experiment Activate experiment CRT and Keyboard SS-CDMS CRT and Module SLMI MS,PS t pmk 1 PTT-Module,
C0MS Enter commands to power up experiment Keyboard PT Sim CDMS
CDMS components required to start t pmk 2
.experiment computer operation
3.24.2. Load experiment soft- Ref. 3.13,2 CDMS CRT and t pmk 2
are program into Keyboard
computer
3.24.3 Verify Orbiter/SL/ Ref.	 3.13.3 Communication Console SLMI t pmk 2 PTT-Module,
experiment data CDMS CRT and SLMI Exp SimCD14S
interface Keyboard
Flight Data File SLMD
3.24.4 Activate experiment Ref.	 3.13.4	 ,^ Experiment CDMS CRT SLMI t pmk 2
via experiment CMIS and Keyboard
3.24.5 Perfom experiment Ref. 3.13.5 Experiment CDMS CRT SLMI t pmk 2
checkout via experi- and Keyboard
ent CDMS
3.24.6 Calibrate experiment ---	 Refer to MSFC experimeit task analysis
3.24.7 Activate experiment ---	 Refer to MSFC experime t task analysis
3.24.8 Perform experiment ---	 Refer to MSFC experime t task analysis - - -- - -- - --
checkout via experiment
equipment
3.24.9	 donitor C&W System	 Ref. 3.3.9:j
3.24.10 Perform Safety	 Ref. 3.3.10
-93-
3.25
3.5-+	 ACTIVATE	 3,6
SPACELAB
SUBSYSTEMS
FROM MODULE
	
3.25.1
	 3.25.2
	 3,25,3	 3.25.4
ACTIVATE EPpS	 OR	 ACTIVATE EC5	 OR	 ACTIVATE CDMS	
ORS	
ACTIVATE 1PS(REF 3.1.2, 3.1.3)	 (REF 3.1.2, 3.1.3)	 (REF 3.1.2, 3.1.3) 	 (REF 3.1.3)
	
3.25.5	 3.25.6
	
MONITOR	 OR	 PERFORM
C&W SYSTE=M	 SAFETY
	
(REF13.9)	 PROCEDURES(REF 3.3. 10)
SECOND LEVEL FUNCTIONAL FLOW DIAGRAM -- 3.25 ACTIVATE SPACELAB SUBSYSTEMS FROM MODULE
-94-
3.6
AMPS 3.25, Page 1
AMPS	 Function Description:	 Activities associated with completing the set-up
TRAINING
MISSION	 of Spacelab subsystems, from the module workstation, which were not
ANALYSIS FUNCTION	 3.25 Activate Spacelab	 totally activated or were partially shut dot-in for maintenance action.
WORKSHEET Subsystems from Module
TASK EQUIPMENT PERSONNEL, TRAININGAND TRAINING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
NO. TITLE DESCRIPTION NOMENCLATURE LOCATION TYPE
TASK
TALK
METI
R ME
SKILL/
KNOW- CRIT
TRNG &
TRNG EQUIP
LEDGE REQUIRED
3.25 Activate Spacelab Note 1:	 Primary control.of Spacelab
Subsystems from Module subsystems is operationally performed
at the AFD workstation through MDM,
RAU or backup switches. 	 Control
from the module is limited to those
elements which can be addressed
through the SS-CDMS or through the
limited number of switches or manual
controls located in the module.
3.25.1 Activate EPUS Ref.	 3.1:2, 3.1.3
Apply power to experiments at the Experiment switch Module SLMI Ms,PS t pmk 2 Module
individual rack experiment switching panel Mockup
panel.
3.25.2 Activate ECS Ref 3.1.2, 3.1.3
Adjust module temperature control Temperature Module SLMI MS,PS t pmk 1 Module
thermostat controller Mockup
3.25.3 Activate CDMS Ref.	 3.1.2, 3.1.3
3.25.4 Activate IPS Ref.	 3.1.3
3.25.5 Monitor C&W system Ref.	 3.3.9
3.25.6 Perform Safety Ref.	 3.3.10
Procedures
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